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Deflation in Relation to Cost Accounting*
By Stanley G. H. Fitch
For more than two years the business concerns of this country
have been passing through a period of deflation—deflation in com
modity prices, in salaries and wages, in views of men as to what
constitute necessities as contrasted with luxuries. The process of
deflation has not yet been completed, although substantial progress
has been made in many lines. Representative bankers and busi
ness men have expressed the opinion that optimism has now to a
large extent replaced the pessimism as to the recovery of business
which for a time was perhaps too generally in evidence. There
are indications that fundamentally business conditions are
improving, although slowly and irregularly. A sudden recovery
after the sharp liquidation through which we have passed should
not be expected nor desired if business is to be firmly reestablished
upon sound foundations.
It, therefore, seems to be apparent that for some time to come
we shall be faced with subnormal business conditions reflected
by curtailed production on the part of manufacturers, involving
part-time operation of plants or periodical shut-downs. In order
to meet this situation, drastic cuts in expenses have been made by
business executives. Operating organizations have been reduced
to mere skeletons and clerical forces have been well-nigh wiped
out. Under such conditions it is perhaps not strange that the
continuance of a cost department should be regarded as not jus
tifiable, and this thought brings me directly to the development
of the subject of this paper.
The question may well be asked: Should a cost department be
retained under present business conditions ? This can be
answered in the affirmative, and it will be indicated later how, in
* An address delivered at the sixth annual meeting of the Associated Industries of
Massachusetts, at Boston, October, 1921.
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a majority of cases, it is feasible to accomplish this while making
some concessions to the necessity for economies in clerical
payroll.
Scope of Cost Accounting
A broad conception of the term “cost accounting” includes
not merely the bookkeeping work incidental to tabulating figures
relating to costs of job orders, processes, etc.—it embraces com
plete general accounts, usually in condensed form, including
appropriate controlling accounts for raw materials, work in
process, finished product, overhead expenses, etc., from which
periodical statements of operations and financial condition can be
prepared; it embraces subsidiary records, in support of the major
controlling accounts, kept in such detail as may be required to
disclose necessary analytical information relating to costs, raw
and finished stocks on hand, etc.; it embraces the interpretation,
in the light of comparative standards, of the figures disclosed by
the accounts; it embraces the whole field of materials control, the
efficiency of labor, labor turnover, routing and planning of work,
and the determination, apportionment and application of the
elusive element of overhead expense or burden. In short, the
present-day conception of cost accounting covers the entire range
of industrial accounting.
It is safe to say that in normal times no sane man would
venture the assertion that any business can be successfully con
ducted without a knowledge of the cost of operations. Competition
founded on an intelligent use of production costs can be met on
its own ground, but a competitor who does not know his costs
and fixes prices in ignorance of proper cost information will not
only ultimately come to grief himself, but will adversely affect
the operations of others who are striving to obtain a fair return
on their investment.
It is true, however, that the use of costs as a basis for fixing
selling prices, except in non-competitive lines, is of secondary
importance. Goods have to be sold for what they will bring in
the open market but the management should know what margin
exists between cost and selling price so that the least profitable
lines can be withheld and the sale of the more profitable pushed.
It is as a means of controlling operations that costs are an
indispensable aid to management. Comparative departmental
costs over an extended period afford a basis for determining
relative efficiencies of department heads and the establishment of
2
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interdepartmental competition, encouraged by suitable bonus
rewards for best performances.
The development of cost accounts, to be of the greatest value,
should be under the direction of a trained cost executive or cost
engineer. Costs accurately compiled under such direction then
form a basis for consultation between the factory head and the
management, in which the cost engineer frequently acts as inter
preter of the cold figures. Sympathetic understanding by the cost
executive of the problems of the shop and a full realization by
the factory head of the need for full information, which only the
shop can give, and the importance of the work of the cost depart
ment are prerequisite to the cooperation between them, without
which the full benefit of the cost accounting cannot be achieved.
An adequate cost system includes, as one of its integral parts,
a perpetual inventory or stock record, from which can be shown
quantities and values, appropriately classified, on hand at all times.
Many executives fail to realize that materials represent money
and that they should be safeguarded and accounted for not less
diligently than the petty cash fund, which is generally subject
to close scrutiny. Moreover the value of materials carried on
hand by the average manufacturer is ordinarily many times that
of cash in bank; but it is frequently subject to verification only at
the time of annual or semi-annual stock-taking.
An essential accompaniment of a perpetual inventory is
thorough physical control of all materials and the fixing of
responsibility for their care and issue only on duly authorized
requisitions. Periodical comparisons between the stock records
and actual stocks on hand insure the accuracy of the records,
indicate possible loss or pilfering of stock and obviate the necessity
for a complete physical inventory at any set date, involving, as
is frequently the case, a shutdown of the plant and subsequent
forced and overtime work of the clerical staff with attendant
interruption of regular work.
Close cooperation between the stock department and the pur
chasing department is of prime importance. A supervisor of
stock (in contrast to a stock clerk) can render valuable service
in maintaining well-balanced stocks, of sufficient size to prevent
delays in production, while holding the quantities down to a
reasonable minimum, and a purchasing agent (in contrast to an
order clerk) will exercise discretion in buying, follow closely the
markets for materials and see that materials are shipped when
promised.
3
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Expediency of Retaining Cost Department Organizations
During Periods of Business Depression
Granted that cost accounting is essential to the successful con
duct of modern business, and assuming that an efficient cost
department has been organized and developed to a high state of
efficiency, affording to the management the means of effective
and necessary control, it would appear to be little short of a
calamity to consider the abandonment of such a department at a
time of business depression and keen competition when the need
for such an aid to management is greatest. If expenses must
be cut, if retrenchment is the order of the day, why destroy the
beacon which can show the way to effective economies through
elimination of the least efficient departments or by discontinu
ance of unprofitable lines of product?
It should not be understood that the retention of a cost depart
ment in its entirety is advocated in the face of wholesale reductions
throughout other departments of an industrial organization, but
it should be feasible to retain the nucleus of the cost department’s
organization and to continue the most essential part of the cost
accounting work. The management can then have the benefit of
information needed to guide its decisions in a critical time; the
hardship on individuals will be minimized; and the time, energy,
thought and money expended in organizing and developing the
cost department will not be entirely lost. When business revives,
the management can readily expand the cost department’s per
sonnel to meet improved conditions without rebuilding the entire
fabric of cost system and cost accounting organization.
This principle of holding together an industrial organization
in times of depression has been extensively applied in numerous
large plants during the past two years or more. Not only have
the departmental organizations been retained in skeleton form,
but by reducing hours, i.e., by working a reduced force and alter
nating the employees every two or three days, substantially the
entire force is kept on the payroll, the burden of unemployment
is shared by all instead of any part only, and the personnel suffers
little change when business improves and full time is resumed,
the company thereby escaping the loss, delay and inconvenience
attendant upon breaking in new employees.
It is possible that many executives, while recognizing the
importance of retaining, as far as practicable, a skeleton organi
zation in productive departments during times of depression,
4
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owing to the difficulty of replacing the personnel when business
improves, fail to realize that it is equally difficult to rebuild the
organization of trained employees in a so-called non-productive
department whose function may be fairly classed as an essential
one in the intelligent management of the business.
By way of illustration the following specific case is cited. A
machine shop had developed its cost department to a highly satis
factory degree. Materials, labor and overhead expense were
under proper accounting control and, by means of job orders,
detailed costs were obtained on individual parts as well as on
complete machines. When the bottom fell out of the machinetool business, strong pressure was exerted on the manager to
abolish the cost department. After due deliberation, however,
it was decided to eliminate all detail work of posting to job orders
and to subsidiary material stock accounts with a consequent reduc
tion in the clerical force.
Summaries of material requisitions, however, were continued
as a basis for the usual controlling account entries, crediting raw
materials account and debiting work-in-process account. Payroll
summaries, showing totals of direct and indirect labor, were
likewise continued, and the usual controlling charges were made
to work-in-process and overhead expense accounts. The over
head expense chargeable to the cost of the product was ascertained
on a predetermined standard and the controlling accounts for
work-in-process and overhead expense were debited and credited,
respectively. The value of the finished product was computed on
the basis of standard costs; and work-in-progress and finishedproduct controlling accounts were credited and debited, respect
ively. Finally finished-product controlling account and cost-ofsales account were credited and debited respectively with the
standard cost of goods sold. In other words, the skeleton of the
organization was retained, and the essential controlling accounts
were built up as usual, so that with the recovery of business, the
cost department will be in position to function, by a simple
expansion of personnel, as heretofore, while in the meantime the
reduced force can readily furnish necessary information required
by the management.

Determination and Use of Standard Costs
Another phase of cost accounting which of late years has
deservedly received increasing attention is the development of
5
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standard costs as a measure of actual production efficiency. Under
ordinary conditions standard costs have been introduced with
decided success. Under present conditions it seems to me that
they provide the basis for the solution of many of the cost prob
lems with which the industrial community is now faced.
Standard costs may be regarded as predetermined costs based
upon a normal production for a given plant. By normal produc
tion is not meant maximum capacity production which might
only be attained under boom conditions, but a reasonable pro
duction under ordinary business conditions. It is of course
necessary to determine separately the standards for the three
elements of cost: viz., direct material, direct labor and overhead
expense.
Little difficulty will be met in determining standard material
costs. Stores records and purchase records will show costs of
materials on hand or to be bought, and past production records
should show what allowance to make for additional costs due to
shrinkage or loss in manufacture. Specifications should provide
the necessary information as to quantities.
Standards of production must be carefully determined and are
essential in fixing standard labor costs. Current wage rates, in
conjunction with production standards, supply the basis of stand
ard labor costs. Inasmuch as direct material and direct labor vary
with production, all such material and labor charges (theoretically
at least) are absorbed in the cost of the product, even though
production falls short of normal.
When we come to consider the element of overhead in stand
ard cost, however, we are confronted with a different problem.
Overhead expense does not vary with changes in the volume of
production as is the case with direct material and direct labor,
but to a great extent it remains fixed, regardless of fluctuations
in volume of product. Taxes, insurance, depreciation and salaries
of superintendents are examples of charges which persist on a
substantially constant basis. Indirect labor, expense supplies,
heat and light and repairs may vary to some extent with pro
duction, but in any event there are minimum charges for such
items which must be absorbed. Having regard to the above con
ditions, the first step in determining a proper overhead charge for
inclusion in a standard cost is to ascertain the total overhead for
the plant under normal operating conditions. Next we have to
determine what constitutes normal production in terms of pro
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duction units or in productive labor hours. The normal over
head cost can then be fixed for inclusion in a schedule of total
standard cost.
The discussion of the allocation of overhead to cost of product
might be extended to cover the respective merits of the several
methods in common use, which, to cite some of those most
familiar, include the percentage of direct labor, the productive
man-hour rate and the machine-hour rate; but it is perhaps
sufficient to say here that the conditions prevailing in any given
case should be carefully studied and that method selected which
will give the best practical results, having regard to refinement
of costs desired, clerical work involved, etc. Furthermore, it
will be found that under some conditions the distinction between
direct labor and overhead expense loses much of its force, as
when one operator attends several automatic machines, so that
both charges can be combined and carried into the standard cost
computations as a single item.
It is obvious that, if a plant runs on less than normal produc
tion, there will necessarily result a certain charge for overhead
not absorbed in costs, frequently termed “unabsorbed overhead”
or “unapplied burden,” which may properly be regarded as the
cost of idle capacity. In slack times the use of a normal charge
for overhead will result in a balance of unabsorbed overhead which
must ultimately find its way to profit and loss account. In times
of business activity the production may at times exceed the normal,
and in such case there will be a balance of overabsorbed overhead.
In actual practice the balance of overhead account will be closed
out only at the end of a fiscal period, but in presenting monthly
statement of profit and loss the balance should be shown as a
supplementary charge or credit to profit and loss, so that there
may be no misapprehension of what the actual profits are, even
though costs have been computed on a normal overhead basis. The
cost of idle capacity, as disclosed by the amount of unabsorbed
burden, should ever be kept in the limelight, especially in times
like the present, so that a full knowledge of the additional pro
duction required to absorb the overhead and thus place the plant
on a paying basis may be readily available.
Having established a basis of standard costs, actual costs
should be currently compiled in comparison with the predeter
mined standards and all variations from standards should be
carefully investigated. It is at this point that the cost engineer
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can be of highest value to the management in interpreting the
results of the cost comparison and in suggesting lines of action
leading to the elimination of waste and to more efficient operation,
to changes in methods of handling product or to the elimination
of unprofitable articles hitherto made and to the standardization
of the product, for volume output, in contrast to the continuance
of specialties hitherto deemed essential to hold certain trade.
Operating results expressed only in dollars have an undoubted
value for the purpose of exhibiting gross and net profits for
successive periods, as set forth in operating and profit-and-loss
statements. If we go a step farther and show the results in
dollars per unit of production and in analytical form, we shall
have made a distinct advance toward disclosing essential infor
mation.
Such comparisons, however, drawn from actual
operating results, are likely to reflect a period of extraordinarily
good business followed by a period of business depression,
neither of which represents normal production or normal costs.
Therefore, without standard costs as a basis, comparisons of
operating costs may lead to erroneous conclusions and may
seriously affect the future of the business. If an overhead charge
is adopted, which has been based on boom operations and included
in cost estimates for new business, it is clear that such a cost,
being lower than normal, could not be realized under normal
conditions and the new business if obtained would not show the
expected margin of profit. If, on the other hand, cost estimates
are based on overhead charges prevailing in periods of depression
(i.e., charges in excess of normal), the cost in a majority of cases
will be too high to enable the plant to obtain business in compe
tition with prices calculated on a normal overhead basis. The
foregoing illustrations show the importance of standard costs as
a guide in planning a business campaign..
Balance-sheets of borrowers are now, perhaps more than ever
before, subject to searching scrutiny by bankers and credit-men,
whose attention in a great number of cases is focused upon the
inventory as the key to the borrowers’ financial condition. The
familiar phrase describing the valuation of the inventory as “cost
or market, whichever is lower,” may conceal a large-sized joker.
What does “cost” mean, especially with reference to finished
product manufactured when production is far below normal?
Does “cost” mean that actual overhead charges have been loaded
upon the merchandise, thereby inflating the book value by
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inclusion of unearned overhead which should have been charged
to profit and loss ? Obviously the fair cost to use in the valuation
of an inventory is a standard or normal cost. If the latter basis
has been used, supported by details drawn from the cost records,
then the borrower will be in a strong position to maintain his
credit with his banker, while if the former basis has been used,
the credit-man’s mind is at once charged with doubt as to the
soundness of the borrower’s balance-sheet.
Special Problems in Standard Costs
The determination of standard costs and standard production
for many plants as they exist to-day presents problems quite
different from those encountered in ordinary times. Owing to
the extraordinary demands of the war, plants were increased
several times their pre-war size. Some of those plants were
utilized to their maximum capacity, while others were not com
pleted until about the time when war orders ceased. In either
case the extent to which it may be possible to utilize the increased
facilities after the return to normal conditions cannot now be
ascertained. In the case first mentioned, data should be pre
sumably available regarding production and costs, but the
emergency conditions under which the plants were operated
render the information unsuitable for use in determining normal
standards, so that the problem in both cases is essentially the
same, i.e., the standards must be set with little or no reference to
past performances.
A typical instance will perhaps illustrate how the solution may
be worked out. A plant operating five distinct departments was,
under pressure of war conditions, expanded to three times its
former capacity, but the construction was not completed until the
emergency had passed; and the plant has lain idle for more than
two years. A revival of its business is now in sight and plans
are being made to reopen the plant. The management was faced
with the problem of taking orders without any relative informa
tion as to production costs in the enlarged plant. Under these
conditions a careful survey of the plant and equipment was made;
a normal production schedule was formulated; the overhead
expense was estimated, and standard costs were computed. The
possible business in sight was of course taken into consideration,
but it was recognized that in reopening the plant it would have
to operate for some time on less than the normal production and
9
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that there would be a loss measured by the unabsorbed overhead
until normal production was attained. While the standards
established were necessarily regarded as tentative, and subject to
revision after operations had proceeded for a representative
period, the management was satisfied that the basis presented for
feeling out the market and for considering orders on competitive
prices was feasible and immeasurably better than the alternative
of guesswork.
A further instance may help to illustrate the thorny path
which the cost accountant must tread when he encounters an
unsympathetic board of directors. Some years ago a cost system,
involving the determination of standard overhead rates, was
installed for a corporation during a time of business depression
for its particular industry. Needless to state, the standard
overhead rates were substantially less than the actual rates based
on restricted output. The manager was convinced that new
business could only be obtained by basing selling prices on stand
ard (normal) costs, enabling the company to meet competition,
with the possibility of increasing output, thereby absorbing a
greater proportion of overhead. The schedule of standard over
head rates proposed was finally presented to the directors for
approval. The basis upon which the standards had been worked
out was carefully explained and it was shown that the volume of
production used as normal was far from maximum capacity and
was fixed following joint investigation by the accountant, the
manager and the superintendent. The chairman, however,
promptly rejected the whole plan on the ground that in his opinion
the company could not hope to reach the stated normal output
except in a boom year, and he insisted that costs be computed on
the basis of present actual overheads and that selling prices be
determined thereby. Arguments that by so doing the company
could not hope to obtain new business were futile. Subsequent
events showed a further falling off in production, with the result
that costs were further inflated by the increase in the rate of
overhead expense. Consequently, the increased loss from idle
capacity was concealed.

Growing Recognition of the Value of Cost Accounting
It was pointed out in the early part of this paper that while
deflation in business has not yet wholly run its course, there are
present indications of a hopeful outlook for the not far-distant
10
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future. The trying times through which the business of the
country has passed have served to emphasize the great importance
of precise methods of accounting and of accurate information
relating to the cost of producing and distributing the enormous
variety of commodities required to feed, clothe, house and
transport our ever-increasing population.
Increased interest in industrial accounting problems on the
part of business executives, as well as by cost accountants in both
public practice and private employ, is evidenced by the formation
of various associations of cost accountants, by the frequent dis
cussion of cost accounting problems at meetings of trade asso
ciations and by the increased enrolment in schools and colleges
which offer educational courses in cost accounting and allied
subjects. A further indication of the recognition of the value of
cost accounting is found in the fact that upwards of sixty trade
and industrial associations have adopted uniform accounting
systems developed especially for their particular lines of business.
Here is evidence that many business executives not only recognize
the value of correct accounting for themselves, but that they want
their competitors to keep their accounts on a uniform plan, so
that when costs are computed, they will conform to one, and only
one, conception of what constitutes cost and thereby make for
stability in the industry. While much has been accomplished in
spreading the gospel of correct cost accounting, there yet remains
a great deal to be done in this direction, and it is through the
activities of such organizations as the Associated Industries of
Massachusetts that the real value of cost accounting will be
understood and applied in industrial enterprises.
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Should Obsolescence Be Capitalized?*
By Earl A. Saliers

Income-tax legislation has necessitated the more careful
formulation of those accounting principles which should
govern records which are concerned with the acquisition, use,
abandonment or replacement of wasting assets. This subject
is still in its developmental stage; nevertheless, more has been
done to establish a theoretically sound procedure in case of
loss or expense resulting from wear and tear and depletion
than in case of obsolescence. Moreover, obsolescence is usually
regarded merely as one type of depreciation and as being gov
erned by quite the same principles as apply to depreciation
arising from ordinary physical wear and tear.
Admitting that for purposes of classification it may be
admissible or even desirable to regard obsolescence as one
kind of depreciation when the word “depreciation” is employed
in a comprehensive sense, it is nevertheless necessary, in
treating obsolescence in detail, to begin by recognizing the
fact that it differs in some very important ways from physical
depreciation.
The writer thinks it advisable to classify “depreciation” as
thus comprehensively employed into three classes, as follows :
1. Wear and tear.
2. Obsolescence.
3. Inadequacy.
With wear and tear we are sufficiently familiar to make it
unnecessary to consider it here. We are also familiar in a
general way with obsolescence and inadequacy, but usually
these have not been carefully distinguished, and accountants
have not gone far enough in the study of their financial signifi
cance. Sometimes inadequacy and obsolescence are regarded
as synonymous. One authority says that “obsolescence is the
loss due to the necessity of discarding property because it has
become inadequate or incapable of being used in competition
with more modern and effective things, or because the market
for the article it produces will disappear before the producing
property is exhausted.”1 The revenue law of 1918 provided
* A paper read at the New England regional meeting of the American Institute of
Accountants, at Hartford, Connecticut, December 10, 1921.
1 Holmes, G. E. Columbia Income-tax Lecture, p. 151.
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for a “reasonable allowance for obsolescence,” but made no
mention of inadequacy; and, so far as the writer knows, inade
quacy has not been comprehensively considered by the treas
ury department in the interpretation of the various income-tax
laws.
In reality, however, inadequacy and obsolescence are dis
tinctly different concepts. A plant or a unit of plant may be
inadequate but not obsolescent. On the contrary, an asset
which is obsolete may be wholly adequate to perform its
allotted work. Adequacy has reference to the capacity of a
machine or plant to meet the demand made upon it for a
given volume of output and therefore is not primarily con
cerned with the question of the machine’s up-to-dateness; for
the reason that a strictly up-to-date machine of a capacity of,
say, four units per hour may be entirely inadequate to meet
the demand made upon it, whereas an entirely obsolete
machine of, say, eight units per hour capacity may be entirely
adequate to meet such a demand. Inadequacy arises from
physical incapacity; obsolescence is purely a question of cost
of production and is related in no way to the capability of a
given plant or unit of plant to meet the demand made upon it
for a given output. It follows that the factors which give rise
to inadequacy and obsolescence are not related and that these
two forms of depreciation should receive individual consid
eration.
Let us assume the case of a machine which costs $10,000,
has an estimated natural physical life of ten years and an
estimated scrap value of $1,000. If the machine lives out its
natural physical life, i. e., if neither obsolescence nor inade
quacy causes it to be abandoned before it is worn out, it will
be cared for by the usual method of setting up a depreciation
reserve against which its cost less salvage is charged when
abandoned. But there are two possible alternatives. First, the
machine may, before the expiration of the tenth year, become
incapable of performing the amount of work demanded of it
because of an increase in that amount. Secondly, it may be
come unprofitable to continue using the machine because an
other could be purchased which would do the work equally
well at a smaller cost per unit of output. Under the first
assumption the machine is inadequate; under the second
assumption it is obsolete. It is easy to see that the factors
13
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or influences which give rise to the one are not the ones that
give rise to the other.
It is the writer’s belief that the failure to do more than
merely generalize on this subject has led to the scrapping of
a great amount of equipment which was neither inadequate
nor obsolete when scrapped. This has happened because
accountants and managers fail to realize that in a going con
cern there can be no such thing as a capital loss, that every
expense of production must be charged to cost of production
and that therefore the entire cost of wasting assets must be
included in the cost of production, whether or not all plant
units live out their natural physical life. This truth is given
effect by establishing depreciation reserves which are intended
to return the cost of wasting assets out of revenue during their
natural physical lives. Sometimes an attempt is also made to
forestall obsolescence and inadequacy, either by setting up
excessive depreciation reserves or by setting up special
reserves which are of the nature of reserves for contingencies.
No fault can be found with reserves for contingencies if they
are thoroughly understood and if they are regarded as true
surplus and not as valuation reserves. But the writer believes
that no reserves of any kind are necessary or desirable for the
proper handling of obsolescence and inadequacy, because the
cost of a unit of plant should be written off by means of a
charge to depreciation based on the natural physical life of
such unit, and where such rate does not cover cost due to the
shortening of useful life from obsolescence or inadequacy the
uncovered cost or cost not returned through such normal de
preciation rate should be added to the cost of replacement and
written off over the natural physical life of the new unit.
There are several reasons why this ought to be the pro
cedure. In the first place it is impossible to make adequate
provision in advance for either inadequacy or obsolescence
because the time of occurrence of either cannot be forecast.
This is true in particular of obsolescence, and it is true in only
a less degree of inadequacy. We rightly regard wear and tear
as an accruing expense in which the element of time is a deter
mining factor; but we wrongfully assume that time has any
relation to obsolescence and inadequacy. Obsolescence and
inadequacy do not accrue in the sense that interest and wages
and depreciation from wear and tear do. On the other hand
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they are similar to losses from fire or storm or to the cost of
tearing down a structure, which is added to the cost of the
structure which replaces it. Obsolescence should not result
in the partial writing down of the unit under consideration;
on the contrary it either causes the given unit to become
immediately or entirely worthless or it has no financial effect
whatever. It is illogical to speak of a unit of plant as being
partly obsolete. As long as it is profitable to continue an
existing unit in operation it is not obsolescent in any effective
sense because obsolescence is purely a matter of relative costs
of production, not of physical condition. Obsolescence be
comes effective only when production can be carried on more
cheaply by replacing a given unit, the undepreciated or unre
covered cost of which was considered as a part of the cost of
replacement. Obsolescence, therefore, when effective, is meas
ured by the amount by which cost less salvage exceeds the
amount of the depreciation already written off at any given
time.
Returning to our assumed illustration of the machine which
cost $10,000 and possesses an estimated life of ten years and a
residual or scrap value of $1,000, let us further assume that
five years of useful life have expired and that at the close of
each year a depreciation reserve has been credited with one
tenth of ($10,000—$1,000) or $900, so that now there exists
a reserve of $4,500. There is, of course, an additional $4,500
to be accounted for, either in the form of future charges to
depreciation or as obsolescence or inadequacy. Now suppose
that at the end of the fifth year a new machine which costs
$9,000 comes on the market and will perform equivalent ser
vice at a smaller total cost per unit of output. The problem
is to determine whether or not the old machine is obsolete.
The two elements which enter into cost of production are
(a) the unrecovered investment in the machine and (b) neces
sary current expenses such as labor and power. We may
assume that an investigation shows that these items are for
the old and new machines, respectively:
Old machine
Current
Unrecovered cost,
operating
i. e., cost less depre
ciation earned
expense
$600
$5,500
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New machine
Unrecovered cost,
Current
i. e., cost less depre
operating
ciation earned
expense
$400
$8,000
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If money is worth 6 per cent., the capitalized cost of oper
ating the old machine is $600 ÷ .06 or $10,000; that is, it is
equivalent to a capital investment of $10,000, whereas the
capitalized cost of operating the new machine is $400 ÷ .06
or $6,666.67. Adding these to the original costs of the respec
tive machines we have for the old machine:
Original cost less earned depreciation.....................
Capitalized operating cost .......................................

$ 5,500.00
10,000.00

Total capitalized cost................................................

$15,500.00

and for the new machine:
Original cost..............................................................
Capitalized operating cost .......................................

$ 8,000.00
6,666.67

Total capitalized cost............................................

$14,666.67

Therefore, as compared with a new machine of equal
capacity the old machine is worth $4,666.67, which is obtained
by deducting the excess in total capitalized cost of the old
machine over that of the new machine ($833.33) from the
unrecovered investment in the old machine ($5,500.00). But
since its salvage value is only $1,000, to scrap it would mean
a loss of $4,666.67—$1,000 or $3,666.67 and no saving in total
capitalized cost of production, because when the old machine
is valued at $4,666.67 it produces as cheaply as does the new
machine. The true total capitalized cost of production if the
old machine were scrapped would be:
Original cost of new machine ................................
Unrecovered cost of old machine (less salvage) ..
Capitalized operating cost.........................................

$ 8,000.00
4,500.00
6,666.67

$19,166.67

whereas the capitalized cost of operating the old machine is
only $15,500. If, however, the new machine could be bought
for $8,000 — $3,666.67, or $4,333.33, then the new and old
machines would be on a par and it would be immaterial whether
the replacement were made or not. The same would be true
if the capitalized operating cost of operating the new machine
could be reduced to ($6,666.67—$3,666.67) or $3,000 (which is
an operating expense of $180 capitalized at 6%), for then
we should have:
Original cost of new machine ..................................
Unrecovered cost of old machine (less salvage) ..
Capitalized operating cost .......................................

$ 8,000.00
4,500.00
3,000.00

$15,500.00
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These calculations show that before a machine can be said
to be obsolete it must be shown that production can be carried
on more cheaply with a new machine to whose cost has been
added the unrecovered cost (less salvage) of the old one.
They also show that unless a machine is made entirely obsolete
by a new invention it is not affected in any way whatever
because it continues to be cheaper to operate the old machine
than to scrap it and buy the new one.
The fact that the unrecovered cost (less salvage) of the
old machine must be added to the cost of a new machine in
order to determine whether or not the old machine is obsolete
does not of itself make it compulsory that the unrecovered
cost (less salvage), which is the measure of effective obso
lescence, be capitalized in determining cost of replacement.
We must therefore inquire further into what disposition ought
to be made of this cost of obsolescence. The following methods
of procedure are open to consideration:
(a) Charge it to current operations.
(b) Charge it to surplus.
(c) Capitalize it and then recover it through depreciation
charges based upon the expected natural physical life
of the unit which replaces the one which has become
obsolete.
There is good reason why obsolescence ought not to be
charged to current operations except in unusual circum
stances, although it is, perhaps, the plan now most frequently
pursued. Until the passage of the revenue law of 1918 no
deduction was allowable for obsolescence until the obsolete
property was sold or otherwise actually disposed of. Section
214 (a) (8) of the 1918 law provided that in computing net
income there should be permitted as a deduction:
A reasonable allowance for exhaustion, wear and tear of property used
in the trade or business, including a reasonable allowance for obsolescence.

Article 161 of regulations 45 provides, furthermore, that
* * * For convenience such an allowance will usually be referred to
as depreciation, excluding from the term any idea of a mere reduction in
market value not resulting from exhaustion, wear and tear or obsolescence.
The proper allowance for such depreciation of any property used in the
trade or business is that amount which should be set aside for the taxable
year in accordance with a consistent plan by which the aggregate of such
amounts for the useful life of the property in the business will suffice,
with the salvage value, at the end of such useful life to provide in place
of the property its cost, or its value as of March 1, 1913, if acquired
by the taxpayer before that date.
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Article 166 furthermore provides that
Inasmuch as under the provisions of the income-tax acts in effect prior
to revenue act of 1918 deductions for obsolescence of property were
not allowed except as a loss for the year in which the property was sold
or permanently abandoned, a taxpayer may for 1918 and subsequent years
revise the estimate of the useful life of any property so as to allow for
such future obsolescence as may be expected from experience to result
from the normal progress of the art.

Various rulings and decisions have been handed down by
the bureau of internal revenue but none of them draws a clear
line of distinction between depreciation from wear and tear
and obsolescence, while some of them use the words “depre
ciation” and “obsolescence” as if they were synonymous.
It may be inferred, therefore, that the treasury regards
obsolescence as a proper charge to current operations; but
this stand is made upon the assumption that obsolescence is
an accruing expense in the same sense as is physical wear and
tear. We have endeavored to show that this is not true; that,
on the contrary, from the nature of the case, obsolescence can
not accrue before it actually occurs, any more than a loss due
to a fire can accrue before the fire occurs. Moreover, to charge
obsolescence to the period preceding the time when the prop
erty actually becomes obsolete is in effect to say that since a
new invention made in the future will greatly cheapen produc
tion we shall burden the present period not only with its due
proportion of accruing expenses but we shall also add to such
expenses the cost of scrapping good machinery in order to
make way for machinery which will give still cheaper costs
in the future.
In reality obsolescence cannot usually be foreseen for any
considerable period of time because of the fortuitous character
of the events which cause it, and it is about as logical to
attempt to accrue future fire losses as to attempt to accrue
future obsolescence costs. But there is this difference between
a fire loss and an obsolete asset. The thing destroyed by fire
is entirely destroyed and possesses no further producing
capacity, whereas the obsolete asset invariably possesses addi
tional producing capacity which is not utilized because it is not
profitable to do so. The reason it is unprofitable to utilize it
is that the cost of the old machine not yet recovered through
depreciation charges to operations can be added to the cost of
a more up-to-date machine and still enable production to be
18
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carried on at a smaller total cost than if the old machine were
continued in use. Since every dollar of investment should be
charged against output, it is reasonable that the cost of scrap
ping machinery not yet worn out be charged against the
output of the period which gets the benefit of the more eco
nomical machinery.
Article 142 of regulations 45 provides that loss due to the
voluntary scrapping of old buildings and machinery incident
to their replacement is deductible as an expense in an amount
representing the difference between their cost less salvage and
the amount of depreciation previously written off. This is the
correct procedure if the units scrapped are worn out, because
all use value has been or should have been charged against
past output, and the replacement has in no way been hastened
by improved methods and new inventions. But if a physically
good plant is scrapped because it ought to be superseded by
more improved types of structure, the cost less salvage of
such assets which has not been recovered through proper
depreciation allowances based on estimated natural life or
would not have been recovered had such proper allowances
been made is not a current expense but an element in the true
cost of replacement. This is true because it is not profitable
to make the replacement unless such amount can be added to
the direct cost of the unit which replaces the old one and
still permit production to be carried on more cheaply than
with the old unit. The new unit must justify itself by paying
for the unrecovered portion of the one which it replaces in the
same way that a new management must justify itself by
assuming the unliquidated obligations of the old one. Unless
such cost is recognized the burden of depreciation will not be
distributed equitably over the proper periods.
Another way of putting the matter is to say that all costs
of wasting assets must be recovered through depreciation rates
based upon the natural physical life of such assets, and that
whenever the cost of any asset is not so returned during the
period of its usefulness because of the shortening of life from
obsolescence such unrecovered cost should be recovered during
the natural physical life of the asset which replaces it. Depre
ciation rates are presumably based on scientific estimates of
the life of the asset in question, and it is possible, where a
great amount of data regarding longevity of physical assets
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has been collected, to determine the normal expected life with
great accuracy so long as no attempt is made to allow for
factors which none can foresee with any degree of certainty,
such, for instance, as accidents, obsolescence and other contin
gencies. Much has already been done in the way of estab
lishing mortality tables for important classes of assets based
upon extensive data derived from experience. Rates based
upon such tables will be meaningless if we are arbitrarily to
increase them to meet contingencies which by nature are un
certain and, indeed, may never occur. We have shown, more
over, that the cost of obsolescence is not one which accrues
from the time an asset is installed until it becomes obsolete.
It is rather in the nature of a deferred charge to be distributed
over the period which follows its occurrence, or, in exceptional
instances, to be charged directly to surplus.
This latter procedure, namely, considering obsolescence as
a capital loss, should be followed only when no replacement
takes place because the demand for the output has ceased. It
is exemplified by the prohibition legislation which compelled
brewers to scrap their plants and write off their goodwill.
Advisory tax board memorandum No. 44, which deals at
length with the obsolescence of intangible assets, recognizes
the fact that expiring time is not a measure of obsolescence,
for it says:
* * * In the great majority of cases depreciation is fairly measured
by the effluxion of time. This is the ordinary rule, a departure from which
should be allowed only when deduction provided thereunder does not meet
the statutory requirement of reasonableness. * * * The situation pre
sented by the distillers and dealers in liquor is highly exceptional. The
total amount in respect of which they are entitled to claim a deduction is
the cost of their goodwill, trade-marks, trade brands, or the value thereof,
on March 1, 1913, if acquired prior thereto, excluding, of course, any
tangibles acquired since that date, the expenditures for which were
deductible in computing income for tax purposes. But as already indicated,
the legislative situation had by January 31, 1918, reached a decisive point
which completed the first stage in the obsolescence of these assets. (It
was in January, 1918, that prohibition became a foregone conclusion be
cause it was in that month that certain doubtful states adopted the
prohibition amendment by decisive votes.) On that date a computable part
thereof had become obsolete. The value of such assets rests upon the
probable future income that will accrue to the owner thereof. Estimates
of the probable amount of this income may vary, but there is no other
known method by which the value can be computed. In view of the status
of prohibition legislation on January 31, 1918, it is certain that upon that
date the value of the goodwill, trade-marks, trade brands, etc., of distillers
and dealers in liquor was reduced to the then present value of the income
to be derived therefrom between that date and approximately January, 1920.
(Prohibition became effective January 16, 1920.)
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The memorandum continues:
Depreciation of intangibles now in question when computed upon the
basis of the time rule does not meet the requirements of the statute,
and therefore another rule must be found. * * * The rule of appor
tionment which most closely approximates the actual facts, and is therefore
the most reasonable, is that under which the value of the intangibles on
January 31, 1918, is spread on the time basis between that date and the
date upon which prohibition became effective and the balance of the allow
able deduction (measured by the difference between the value on January
31, 1918, and March 1, 1913), taken in accordance with the provisions of
section 205 of the act and articles 1621-1625 of regulations 45 against
the first taxable year ending on or after January 31, 1918.

As a consequence of this reasoning the advisory tax board
concluded that obsolescence fully accrued on January 31, 1918,
should be permitted as a deduction for the first taxable year
ending on or after January 31, 1918, plus an additional deduc
tion of such a proportion of the remaining value of the intan
gible assets as the period between January 31, 1918, and the
end of the taxable year bore to the total interval between
January 31, 1918, and January 16, 1920.
This recognizes that obsolescence does not accrue as do
expenses but rather occurs as do losses, and that passage of
time is not a proper basis upon which to determine its amount.
It is here made to apply only to intangibles, and a careful
reading of the memorandum leaves the impression that the
full significance of the principles laid down was not realized.
If one remembers that obsolescence is purely a question of
value he must arrive at the conclusion that the principles
which govern obsolescence are the same whether the asset
to which the value or lack of value attaches is a tangible or
an intangible asset; and it inevitably follows that in most
instances where obsolescence really becomes effective it does
so as at a given date, not over a period of years, as does depre
ciation. Consequently it must be regarded as either a loss
or a cost of replacement depending on whether or not replace
ment is necessary.
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Naval-stores Accounting
By V. E. Bennett
Notwithstanding the fact that the production of naval stores
is highly important in the south and is one of the oldest industries
in the United States, little is generally known regarding these
commodities and the methods of accounting most suitable for the
business.
For many years, the name “naval stores” has been applied to
the by-products of the pinus palustris or yellow pine tree, con
sisting of tar or pitch, turpentine and rosin.
In the days when John Paul Jones and other noted American
seamen were establishing an enviable reputation for the navy, and
the first American merchant marine was struggling for a share of
the commerce of the seas, tar or pitch was used to caulk hulls of
wooden sailing vessels and was carried universally in ship
chandleries.
Turpentine was also produced in the early days of the country’s
history, but tar or pitch was more valuable commercially and as
a result of the demand arising from the navy and ocean shipping
interests, the term naval stores was applied to all by-products of
the yellow pine tree.
With the advent of steel-hulled, steam-propelled vessels the
demand for tar or pitch practically ceased and turpentine and
rosin, in the order named, became the major by-products of yellow
pine trees. As a matter of custom, however, the term naval stores
continued to be applied to the industry.
A market has been created for turpentine in the manufacture
of paints, oils and rubber. Rosin is extensively used in the manu
facture of paper, printing ink, leather, soap, cotton and woolen
goods, some kinds of roofing paper, linoleum, sealing wax, medicinal
compounds, axle grease and lampblack.
Naval stores are produced in the states where the yellow pine
flourishes, viz.: North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and eastern Texas.
Florida is the largest producing state, especially in the north
western section, bordering the Gulf of Mexico, and should
continue to lead indefinitely, as a comparatively large supply of
virgin timber, or timber which has not been chipped, is available
in the central and southern sections of the state.
Efforts expended in endeavoring to find substitutes for naval
stores or sources other than the yellow pine tree for their pro22
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duction have been unsuccessful. The sap of other trees does not
have qualities essential for the production of these commodities.
With the exception of Russia, the production of turpentine
and rosin is confined to the United States. Before the world war,
Russia had sortie production in the vicinity of the Black sea, but
the chaotic conditions prevailing in that unfortunate land have
diverted even this trade to American dealers.
Large quantities of naval stores, therefore, are exported to
England, Germany, France, Norway, Sweden and other European
countries which engage in manufacturing the articles previously
mentioned.
Persons concerned with the manufacture and sale of naval
stores may be divided into three classes:

1. Producers: (a) independent
(b) dependent
2. Factors
3. Dealers and brokers
Independent producers provide their own capital and, as a rule,
sell their products direct to consumers.
Dependent producers are financed by factors and frequently
lease timber from them for their operations.
The naval stores produced by dependent producers are usually
pledged as security for these transactions and, as a result, the sale
of their productions is controlled by factors.
Factors are marketing agencies which finance small producers,
purchase and sell naval stores to dealers, brokers and others.
Factors, moreover, realize profits from storage, inspection,
insurance and selling charges.
Dealers and brokers purchase naval stores from producers and
factors and sell to customers. Comments in this article relate to
the former.

Woods Operations
The first operations in the production of crude gum, after the
acquisition of suitable tracts of timber by purchase or lease, are
to clear the woods and divide the trees into “crops,” consisting of
10,500 “cups” or “boxes,” with an allowance of five per cent.
for erroneous count, or net crops of 10,000 cups or boxes. This
division is made to facilitate the preparation of statistical data
relating to production.
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As applied to the naval-stores industry, the term box means
a receptacle cut into the base of the tree where the gum accumu
lates after exuding from the tree when it has been “chipped.”
The box method was the original system for collecting crude gum
in the trees, but, although still used occasionally, has been almost
supplanted by the cup system.
Various methods are used in hanging cups, but perhaps the
most desirable is a crescent-shaped strip of metal, known in the
trade as an apron, under which is hung a metal or clay cup about
three inches from the ground, with an average capacity of one
quart of crude gum. As the crude gum collects on the “face” of
the tree (the spot that has been chipped or hacked), it gradually
flows over the apron into the cup.
After the cups have been hung or boxes cut, a V-shaped scar
is made on the tree with the point directly over the apron so that
the sap or crude gum can flow directly into the receptacle.
The operation of cutting into the trees is called chipping or
hacking. It is repeated on the tree once each week during the
season. About one-eighth of an inch of bark is removed at a time
and the depth of the cut approximates one-half inch. The trees
are seldom chipped for less than three years or more than five
years. Trees chipped the first year are designated as virgin, those
in the second year as yearling and in the third and succeeding
years as buck or pulling.
Operations for the year begin with the flow of the sap and end
when cold weather causes the sap to cease flowing. Prior to the
suspension of operations, crude gum which has exuded but not
found its way into the cups or boxes is scraped from the faces
of the trees. In the interval, from the closing to the opening of
the season, cups are removed, cleaned in bakelite plants situated
in naval-stores shipping centers or repaired locally, and are raised
to the desired height for the following season’s operations. The
woods are again cleared of brush, leaves and undergrowth in
order to prevent forest fires, as crude gum coming from the faces
of trees is very inflammable.

Hauling Operations
After the cups or boxes have been filled the contents are
dipped or scraped into dip buckets, which, in turn, are emptied
into dip barrels having air-tight heads. The dip barrels are then
transported by motor-trucks or wagons to the distilleries or stills.
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Stills are located in the woods for new operations, but as the
timber is cut out in near-by territory and timber leases expire, the
distance for transporting crude gum increases and the hauling
expenses are proportionately greater.

Still Operations
The still of a naval-stores plant is constructed from copper
with an average capacity of thirty gallons and the cap is connected
with a coil of pipe or worm enclosed in a wooden condensing tank
filled with cold water.
Water is added to the crude gum after it has been placed in
the still and direct heat has been applied. Wood is used for fuel.
As the vapor rises from the contents of the still, it circulates
through the worm and is condensed into turpentine and water.
Inasmuch as turpentine is lighter than water, it rises to the top
of the tank at the end of the worm. The water is then permitted
to run out through a hole or drain pipe near the bottom of the
tank and the turpentine is transferred to storage tanks.
The residue, or hot rosin, remaining in the still is discharged
in liquid form through three sets of strainers covered with batting
to remove impurities collected with the crude gum. A small per
centage of rosin clings to the batting and is sold as a by-product.
While in liquid form, the rosin is dipped and poured into
barrels, and, after it has cooled and hardened, the barrels are
removed to the yard to await grading and weighing, under the
supervision of state agencies, and shipment, either to consumers
or to storage yards at the seaboard.

Accounting Methods
Naval-stores operations are seasonal and costs therefore are
trustworthy only when compiled for the entire season or with due
allowance for expenses that will be incurred during the remainder
of the season. Owing to the violent fluctuations often occurring
in naval-stores prices, the management should have statements
prepared frequently in comparative form, setting forth the cost
of production for both turpentine and rosin. It is also advisable
to have statements of the financial condition of the business,
showing the disposition of earnings.
In order to determine correct unit costs, an accurate record
must be kept of the details of the manufacturing expenses and
quantities produced. The details of the woods, hauling and
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still expenses should be carefully distributed to the products on
an equitable basis. The expenses applicable to the commodities
after leaving the still are charged direct. Following the close of
the season but prior to the end of the fiscal year, many of the
expenses are applicable to the ensuing year’s operations and
should be treated as deferred charges.
Expenses incurred in recruiting labor should be segregated
and charged to the operation for which the labor is secured.
Rentals and other income from quarters or camps should be
applied as contra items to the woods and still-quarters expenses.
The payroll book should be a columnar record so arranged
that wages can be distributed to the various operations, in addi
tion to furnishing information as to the laborers’ names, rates,
total wages due, deductions for wages advanced, scrip purchased,
discounts on wages and purchases from commissaries, besides the
net wages due. Disbursement of wages is made by cheques or
scrip payments which are cashed at a discount by the commissaries.
Invoices for supplies purchased from vendors should be
audited and charged to inventory accounts. Supplies are issued
upon receipt of requisitions signed by stillmen or the foremen
in the woods, called woods riders, approved by the superintendent
or manager. The cost of supplies consumed should be charged
to expense accounts and the inventory accounts should be credited.
The inventory record should also have accounts for turpentine,
rosin and batting dross. These accounts should be charged with
the production and credited as shipments are made. The monthly
trial-balance of the inventory record should agree with the general
ledger inventory controlling accounts and should be adjusted
periodically to the physical inventories.
Accounts for woods labor, woods supplies, woods expenses,
hauling labor, hauling supplies, hauling expenses (from the woods
to the stills), still labor, still supplies, still expenses, shipping
expenses, selling expenses, farm expenses, administrative and
general expenses and commissary expenses should be kept in an
expense ledger. A controlling account should be kept in the
general ledger for the expenses of each still operated. Likewise,
the expense ledger should be subdivided to show the details of
the expenses of each still.
The charges should be entered in the expense ledger daily. At
the end of each month the totals should agree with the general
ledger controlling accounts.
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A plant ledger is desirable in the calculation of depreciation.
Separate accounts are kept for the cost of the units of plant and
for reserves for depreciation. Provision should be made on the
plant ledger sheets for a description of each item, its probable
life, rate of depreciation and other information of interest to the
management.
Depreciation rates on buildings, machinery and equipment,
woods quarters and commissaries are exceptionally high, ranging
from 10 to 33 1/3 per cent., depending upon the character of
the various units, the terms of the leases or the probable life of
the operations. In deciding upon rates of depreciation, consid
eration should be given to the stumpage in surrounding territory
which may be leased or acquired by purchase for future operations.
The plant ledger trial-balance at the end of each month should
be in agreement with the general ledger controlling accounts for
plant and equipment and reserve for depreciation.
If timber leases are purchased for a term of years, the cost
should be amortized over the effective period, otherwise the annual
lease rentals are written off. The operations should be charged
with their proportion of stumpage in lieu of timber lease rentals
if standing timber is owned. Some lumber manufacturing com
panies also conduct naval-stores operations and in such cases this
department of the business is charged with its proportion of
stumpage and the sawmill expenses are reduced accordingly.

Classification of Profit-and-Loss Accounts
Sales and sales deductions:
Sales: Rosin
Turpentine
Batting dross
Allowances on sales
Freight outward
Expenses
Woods expenses:
Clearing woods: Wages
Supplies
Expenses
Counting and drifting, wages
Distributing cups, wages
Cup hanging:
Wages
Supplies
Expenses
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Cup raising:

Wages
Supplies
Expenses
Chipping:
Wages
Supplies
Expenses
Wages
Dipping:
Supplies
Expenses
Removing cups: Wages
Scraping:
Wages
Supplies
Expenses
Raking and burning: Wages
Supplies
Expenses
Cup cleaning, wages
Repairing cups
Bakelite plant expenses
Bakelite plant earnings (contra)
Recruiting expenses, woods labor
Woods quarters or camp expenses:
(a) Repairs
(b) Insurance
(c) Depreciation
(d) Miscellaneous expense
(e) Rentals and other income from
woods quarters or camps (contra)
Miscellaneous woods expenses
Proportion of stumpage
Timber lease rentals
Depreciation: Woods tools
Gutters
Cups and aprons
Bakelite plant

Hauling Expenses from Woods to Stills:
Hauling: Wages
Supplies:
(a) Feed
(b) Gasoline
(c) Motor oils
(d) Motor greases
(e) Auto repair parts
(f) Veterinary supplies
(g) Miscellaneous hauling supplies and expenses
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Expenses:
(a) Horse shoeing
(b) Veterinary expense
(c) Repairs: Stable
(d)
Wagons and harness
(e)
Auto trucks and cars
(f) Miscellaneous hauling expenses
(g) Insurance: Stable
(h)
Horses, mules and cattle
(i)
Wagons andharness
(j)
Auto trucks
(k) Depreciation: Bridges
(1)
Stable
(m)
Horses, mules and cattle
(n)
Wagons andharness
(o)
Auto trucks
(p)
Dip barrels
Still Expenses:
Still: Wages, stiller and firemen
Supplies:
(a) Fuel
(b) Batting dross expense
(c) Miscellaneous still supplies
Expenses:
(a) Still repairs
(b) Water-works expense
(c) Recruiting expenses, still
(d) Miscellaneous still expenses
(e) Insurance, still and still equipment
(f) Depreciation: Still buildings
(g)
Stills and equipment
Yard labor: Wages
Cooperage: Wages
Materials and supplies:
(a) Staves
(b) Heading
(c) Hoop iron
(d) Glue
(e) Miscellaneous cooperage supplies
Cooperage expenses:
(a) Repairs, cooper shop
(b) Miscellaneous cooperage expenses
(c) Depreciation, cooper shop
(d) Insurance, cooper shop
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Still quarters expenses:
(a) Repairs
(b) Miscellaneous still quarters expenses
(c) Rentals and other income from still quarters (contra)
(d) Insurance
(e) Depreciation
Shipping Expenses
Loading: Wages
Supplies
Expenses
Turpentine containers
Tank car rentals
Miscellaneous shipping expenses
Depreciation, tank cars

Selling Expenses
Salesmen’s salaries
Commissions
Traveling expenses, selling
Storage
Inspection
Market information
Interest and exchange
Miscellaneous selling expenses
Insurance
Administrative and General Expenses
Details

Farm Expenses
Details
Commissary Expenses
Details

Classification of Plant-Ledger Accounts
Standing timber
Woods tools
Cups and aprons
Bakelite plant
Employees’ quarters, woods
Roads and bridges
Horses, mules and cattle
Wagons, buggies and harness
Auto trucks and automobiles
Dip barrels
Still sites
Stills and still equipment
Still tools
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Classification of Plant-Ledger Accounts
Cooperage buildings
Cooperage equipment
Water-works plants
Blacksmith shops
Employees’ quarters, stills
Lighting systems
Office buildings
Office furniture and equipment
Telephone lines
Shipping stations
Railroad sidings
Tank cars
Storage tanks
Commissary furniture and equipment
Cut-over lands
Farms
Reserve for stumpage
Reserves for depreciation
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EDITORIAL

The Institute and the Certified
Public Accountant
Certain persons, either ill-informed or evilly disposed, have
been journeying up and down the face of the land asserting
with a great deal of vehemence that the American Institute of
Accountants has done nothing and is doing nothing to sustain
the prestige which attaches to the title “Certified Public
Accountant” as used in the United States.
As a rule it is unnecessary and frequently unwise to refute
obviously malevolent attacks of this kind, but inasmuch as it
is quite possible that an injury might be done not only to
the Institute but to the certified public accountant as well it
is probably wise to explain as briefly as may be some of the
facts of the case.
In making this explanation we shall quote largely from a
confidential bulletin issued by the executive committee to all
members and associates of the Institute.
The first C. P. A. law in the United States was enacted in
New York in 1896. This action was followed within the next
few years by several other states and the movement spread
with such rapidity that in 1920 every state in the union had
a certified public accountant law of one kind or another on its
statute books. Many of these laws were weak intrinsically
and others were weakly administered. There was no kind of
uniformity of standard and no more than two laws were
identical in phraseology. Most of them, however, followed the
general lines of a model bill drawn up by the American Asso
ciation of Public Accountants and subsequently approved by
its successor, the American Institute of Accountants. From
the time of the American Association’s union with the Federa
tion of Accountants in 1905 a great part of the association’s
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activities was concerned with the safeguarding of the interests
of the profession by encouraging good legislation and opposing
bills which would have led to bad results. In most states the
influence of the American Association was directly felt in the
enactment of C. P. A. laws.
“When the Institute was founded in 1916 it was generally
admitted that owing to the great number of C. P. A. laws
intrinsically weak or badly administered, the whole value of the
certified public accountant certificate was in serious jeopardy. One
of the chief reasons for the formation of the Institute was the
hope that by establishing an entirely professionally governed
organization something could be done to offset the danger
existing in a variety of standards or lack of standards.”
Shortly after the formation of the Institute it was resolved
that an effort should be made to bring about a standardization
of accounting examinations throughout the country and to this
end the board of examiners of the Institute offered to all state
boards the use of the Institute’s questions and the services of
the board of examiners in reviewing the results of examinations.
This offer was accepted by a few states at first, but today,
within less than five years of the first examination, thirty-eight
of the forty-eight states of the Union have adopted the Institute
examinations and others are giving the matter consideration
which will doubtless lead to acceptance of the plan of coopera
tion. To say, therefore, that the Institute has done nothing to
support the C. P. A. designation is utterly false. According
to the circular from which we quote
“Had it not been for the work of the Institute in maintaining
the dignity of the C. P. A. degree since the Institute was formed
there might not be the nation-wide recognition of the value of
the degree which now calls for defense.”
We should go further in this direction and say definitely
that but for the Institute the C. P. A. degree would today be
a thing of forty-eight varieties, many of which would be utterly
unworthy. Among the thirty-eight states now using the Insti
tute’s examination are several whose requirements prior to the
adoption of the plan of cooperation were entirely inadequate.
Now there remain only two unprotected portions of con
tinental United States, namely, Alaska and the District of
Columbia. The probability of activity in the accounting pro
fession in Alaska seems comparatively remote. In the District
of Columbia, however, there is increasing interest in the prac
tice of accountancy, largely because of the fact of federal
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taxation; and therefore it seems of the utmost importance that
there should be protective legislation. The need for such pro
tection has been emphasized recently. At this point the Insti
tute has again come to the assistance of the certified public
accountant and has been largely instrumental in the intro
duction of a bill providing for the creation of a C. P. A. board
in the District of Columbia. This bill was introduced in the
senate by Senator Capper and in the house by Representative
Zihlman.
Bearing in mind that the Institute does not grant and can
not grant certified public accountant certificates and that the
possession of such certificates is not a prerequisite for mem
bership it must appear to the impartial observer that the
Institute has gone to considerable lengths to foster and protect
the C. P. A. designation.
As we have said, it is not always expedient to refute
calumny. In this instance, however, the foregoing facts are
germane and their statement probably desirable.

American Accountancy Abroad
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and
Wales held its triennial autumnal meeting in London during
October. For the first time in history the accountancy profes
sion of America was represented at an English gathering of
this kind and a specially appointed delegate of the American
Institute of Accountants took part in the proceedings.
W. Ernest Seatree, formerly of Chicago, was delegated by
the president of the American Institute to represent the organi
zation. Mr. Seatree was accorded a cordial welcome and his
remarks at one of the luncheons were received with enthusiastic
approval. A spirit of the utmost friendliness and cordiality
reigned throughout the meeting.
The following report of Mr. Seatree’s remarks will doubtless
be of interest to readers of The Journal of Accountancy:
It gives me the greatest pleasure, on behalf of the American
Institute of Accountants, to express to you a deep sense of appre
ciation of the great courtesy and kindness which this Institute
has extended across the seas, in asking American accountants to
send a representative here on this notable occasion—the first
autumnal gathering since the war. The American Institute is
keenly sensitive of a courtesy of that kind, and to me it is a par
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ticular honor and source of satisfaction to be the one chosen to
carry this message to you. I, personally, am in somewhat of a
unique position, being at the moment a British-born American
citizen, a member of the English Institute, a member of the
American Institute, and incidentally of the Canadian Association.
I have been living in America for the last twenty years, but
recently on account of a rearrangement in my firm, I have come
to live on the continent. I have just recently resigned as a mem
ber of the council of the American Institute, but the president has
asked me to undertake this mission, which I am extremely
delighted to do. It is the first occasion on which I have had an
opportunity of attending one of these gatherings. I do not wish
to detain you by a long discourse on professional accountancy in
America. There are one or two points, however, in which I think
you would be interested. The Institute in America owes a great
deal to the British Institutes and their members. I do not
think that there is an accountant of any standing in America who
would not recognize that. We owe a great deal to the British
accountants, who have gone over there, and whose names are
doubtless familiar to you. Some of the fundamental text-books
used there are the actual English text-books, and others are based
on them. Moreover, you are regarded as an Institute which has
set standards of ideals. For many years it was a big struggle
in America to develop those standards, and to raise them to the
level at which they should be and will be, and the influence of
the English Institute has been of great help. For that the
accountants of the United States are thankful. The profession
in America has developed in a phenomenal manner during twenty
years. At one time there were various state societies. The con
sequence of that was that there was no direct control of member
ship. Prior to that again there were two organizations—the
American Association and the Federation—somewhat similar
to the two organizations over here. They were merged sixteen
years ago into one, which is known today as the American
Institute of Accountants. Each state has its own laws, and the
laws differ in some respects. We had a variety of standards
there, but the organization of the American Institute has brought
about standardization, as most of the states have adopted the
Institute’s examinations, the result being that young men can
become associates of the Institute and certified accountants by one
examination instead of two. The membership of the American
Institute is about 1,500, but it does not necessarily include all prac
tising accountants, though it comprises nearly all the principal
ones. The profession itself has grown enormously in America
during the last forty years, and especially during the war and
since, owing to a large extent to tax questions. Prior to that, it
is a question whether it was really a profession. Here is a story
of an incident which happened to one of my partners in Chicago,
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when he was residing at an hotel many years ago. He happened
to say that he was an accounttint. Another man said, “Oh, I
thought you were a respectable business man.” That shows you
the sort of reputation which an accountant had in America ten
or twenty years ago. The development of the profession has gone
on by leaps and bounds, and, while there are few laws requiring
corporations to have auditors, nevertheless, the practice has
developed until there is an enormous volume done. The Institute,
in an attempt to keep pace with requirements during the last few
years, has undertaken some rather important departures. Some
two years ago it acquired a building of its own and two or three
years ago it started an endowment fund, which to-day has reached
almost $200,000. That money is applied in a unique way. One
of the objects of the endowment fund is to help country members
who have, perhaps, a small practice and have not the advantage
of a central organization. By means of the machinery provided
by the endowment fund, provincial members who have a problem
or a question on which they would like advice are enabled to
communicate with the Institute in New York and submit their
questions. These questions are then submitted, without the name
of the questioner, to a committee of leading practitioners, who
give their services. These practitioners answer the question, or
give their opinions as to the solution of the problem, and that
is returned to the member interested. During the last two or
three years we have helped country members, and the number
of questions so answered has reached several hundreds each year.
The Institute has also published a book, a sort of directory or
dictionary of accounting literature, which has been made possible
by the income of the endowment fund. It is a large book, and
contains a mass of extraordinary detail of research work. In
addition to that, the Institute recently took over the control and
management of The Journal of Accountancy, which is the
official publication of the accountants in the United States. The
profession itself in America received a good deal of recognition
during the war and as a result of the war, as was the case on
this side, through the appointment of leading accountants to
important posts. There is another important point which I should
like to mention, and that is the expansion of American accounting
firms overseas. I understand that to-day there are four firms
besides my own with offices in Paris. There are other firms with
offices in Shanghai and Cuba. It is quite a recent development,
and it may bring up the question between the various Institutes
as to there being some sort of reciprocal arrangement between
English accountants and American accountants. Any British
accountant who happens to visit the United States should make
a point of making himself known to the secretary, who has an
office in New York. The Institute will be glad to place its
facilities at the disposal of any visiting practising accountants.
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For Federal Incorporation
On December 9, 1921, there was introduced in the house of
representatives of the federal congress a bill (H. R. 9446)
providing for incorporation of the American Institute of
Accountants. The bill was referred to the committee on the
District of Columbia and ordered printed.
Persons who have received word of the introduction of this
bill may have wondered why the Institute was seeking incor
poration by federal enactment. Others may have come to the
conclusion that the Institute had been operating without a
charter of any kind.
The truth is that the Institute has been incorporated under
the law of the District of Columbia which is, of course, con
trolling only in the District. The District was selected as the
place of incorporation in 1916 to avoid the probable accusation
of localization which might have followed incorporation in
any state. At the time there were few accountants in the
District of Columbia and there seemed no reason to believe
that there would ever be any great number engaged in public
practice there.
During the five years of its existence the Institute has
grown in activity and influence so rapidly that it appeared
to members of the council of the Institute that the time had
come when there should be a charter of more general scope
and greater effect than is possible under the District law.
Accordingly, a committee was appointed to prepare a bill for
the incorporation of the Institute and to seek its enactment
in congress.
The original resolution of the council of the Institute pro
vided for a change in title, but the committee in view of devel
opments and also partly because of opposition to the proposed
change of name decided to prepare a bill providing for the
incorporation of the Institute under its now well-established
name.
There are many precedents for federal incorporation and
it is hoped that the present bill will not meet with opposition.
The welfare of the profession is concerned in the enactment
of legislation which will give the widest recognition to the
organization.
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For the information of our readers we present herewith the
text of the bill:
67th CONGRESS,
2d Session.
H. R. 9446
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
December 9, 1921.
Mr. Rodenberg introduced the following bill; which was referred
to the Committee on the District of Columbia and ordered to
be printed.
A BILL
To Incorporate the American Institute of Accountants.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the
persons following, namely: Carl H. Nau, John B. Niven, Arthur
W. Teele, Joseph E. Sterrett, John F. Forbes, J. Porter Joplin,
Waldron H. Rand, Frederick A. Ross, Elijah W. Sells, Frederic
A. Tilton, William Jeffers Wilson, William R. Tolleth, Ernest
Crowther, Edward E. Gore, Charles S. Ludlam, Overton S.
Meldrum, Adam A. Ross, T. Edward Ross, William P. Hilton,
Frederick H. Hurdman, James D. M. Crockett, W. Sanders
Davies, Page Lawrence, Ernest Reckitt, William A. Smith,
Edward L. Suffern, J. S. Morris Goodloe, Elmer L. Hatter,
Clifford E. Iszard, J. Edward Masters, James S. Matteson, Robert
H. Montgomery, Albert T. Bacon, Joseph E. Hutchinson, senior,
Charles E. Mather, William R. Mackenzie, Walter Mucklow,
John R. Ruckstell, and Lewis G. Fisher, their associates and
successors duly chosen, are hereby incorporated and declared to
be a body corporate by the name, title, and style of The American
Institute of Accountants, and by that name shall be known and
have perpetual succession, with the powers, limitations, and
restrictions herein contained.
Sec. 2. That the objects for which said corporation is incor
porated shall be—
(a) To promote education in the science of accounts, and in
the practical application of that science, throughout the United
States of America and its territories and possessions.
(b) To maintain a library of works treating upon the subject
of accountancy and upon related subjects and to encourage the
production of such works.
(c) To publish books, pamphlets, and periodicals for the
increase of information and education in the science of accounts.
(d) To establish and maintain standards of education for,
and to pass upon and determine the qualifications of, persons
applying to it for membership.
(e) To issue its diplomas attesting the degree of proficiency
in the science of accounts of such persons as may submit them
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selves to it for examination and to confer upon such persons as
it may deem entitled thereto such degree, title, or designation
as is not inconsistent with existing laws or with established
educational ethics.
(f) To receive and hold by gift, bequest, devise, grant, or
purchase any real or personal property and to use and dispose
of the same for the purposes of the corporation.
Sec. 3. That the government of said corporation shall be
vested in a council composed of not less than thirty-nine members,
not more than six of whom shall be residents of the same state
or territory.
Sec. 4. That no part of any net income or profit earned or
realized by said corporation shall inure to the personal gain of
any individual or be devoted to any purpose foreign to the objects
herein set forth.
Sec. 5. That said corporation may make all by-laws, rules,
and regulations not inconsistent with law that may be necessary
or expedient to accomplish the purposes of its creation, and it
may hold real estate and personal property in the United States
and any foreign country for its proper use and purposes to an
amount not exceeding $2,000,000.
The principal office of said corporation shall be in the city of
New York, in the state of New York, but it may establish and
maintain offices and hold regular or special meetings in such
places as its by-laws may provide.
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Income-tax Department
Edited by Stephen G. Rusk
In the December issue of The Journal of Accountancy attention was
directed to a recommendation of the committee on appeals and review
relative to the conditions that govern in cases of those taxpayers who are
“officers or employees of a state or a political subdivision.” This recom
mendation contains a concise and clear definition and is important to those
who are likely to come in contact with taxpayers who have this problem
to solve. Through inadvertence the recommendation was not printed in
the December issue but it will be found in the present number.
Taxpayers whose 1917 returns were based upon invested capital that
included any inflation or appreciation of value are given until January 15,
1922, to make amended returns and pay the additional tax. This additional
time is the subject matter of treasury decision No. 3243, which amends
treasury decision No. 3220. The latter decision, dated August 26, 1921, had
set the limit for filing these amended returns and for payment of the
additional tax at November 24, 1921.
Another decision which will be found well worth reading is No. 3252
which comprehends a decision by Judge Hand of the United States district
court, southern district of New York, in the case of Henry R. Towne versus
Richard J. McElligott. The outstanding feature of this decision that will
appeal to accountants is the manner in which the court decides that profit
should be computed upon the sale of stock that had come into possession
of the taxpayer by purchase prior to March 1, 1913, by purchase subsequent
thereto and by stock dividend. The court apportions the profit among these
three classes in an ingenious and logical manner, not in accordance, how
ever, with usual accounting methods. Another feature of interest in this
decision is that the court does not view a tax of 72% of the profit on this
transaction as confiscatory. It would seem that few taxpayers would
dispose of property if they were to receive only 28% of the profit accruing
from such sale. Of course, the court’s decision may have been somewhat
influenced by the fact that when the tax on this transaction was merged
with the tax upon the particular individual’s other income, the whole repre
sented a tax of only 50% of the combined income.

TREASURY RULINGS
Section 213(b), Article 85: Compensation of
A. R. R. 664
state officers.
(Sol. Op. 122)
Recommended, in the appeal of A, that the. action of the
income-tax unit in holding that certain income received for
services rendered by him to a state and political subdivision
thereof constitutes taxable income under the revenue act of
1918, be sustained, and accordingly, that the taxpayer’s appeal
be denied.
The committee has had under consideration the appeal of A, from the
action of the income-tax unit in holding that certain items of income'
received in 1918 for services rendered constituted taxable income and not
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such income as is exempted by section 213(b), revenue act of 1918 and
article 85 of regulations 45.
The question involved being one for legal determination in the light of
the attendant facts, the case was submitted to the solicitor, whose opinion
is fully set forth in solicitor’s opinion 122, dated September 12, which is
here quoted.
SOLICITOR’S OPINION 122.
INCOME TAX—SECTION 213, REVENUE ACT APPROVED FEBRUARY 24, 1919.

Exemption—Compensation of Officers and Employees of a State or a
Political Subdivision Thereof.
Compensation received for services rendered to a state or a
political subdivision thereof is included in gross income unless
the person receives such compensation as on officer or employee
of a state or political subdivision.
An officer is a person who occupies a position in the service
of the government, the tenure of which is continuous and not
temporary and the duties of which are established by law or
regulations and not by agreement.
An employee is one whose duties consist in the rendition of
prescribed services and not the accomplishment of specific
objects, and whose services are continuous, not occasional or
temporary.
The question is presented as to whether the compensation received by A
for services rendered the state of Y and political subdivisions thereof is
exempt from the income tax.
The facts presented are as follows: The taxpayer was in the employ
of a commission to consolidate the laws of the state of Y as an expert
advisor on certain laws under an arrangement by which he gave his entire
time when called upon for a definite sum per hour for the time actually
expended. He filed a statement monthly and the amount due him was paid
by the state treasurer from an appropriation marked “salary.” The com
pensation received from this source amounted to x dollars.
The taxpayer also served as commissioner on the Z grade crossings. He
was appointed by the court for determining the advisability and method of
abolishing certain grade-crossings. He was appointed in accordance with
the laws of the state of Y, which authorizes a court on the filing of a
petition by the attorney general to appoint three disinterested persons as
commissioners for the purposes above stated. They are required by
statute to make their report to the court, which, if confirmed, becomes final.
Such commissioners are appointed to act only in a particular case.
The taxpayer also rendered legal services to the town of R and the
city of S on particular occasions and in particular matters. It is also
stated by the taxpayer that he has been counsel for the county of T for
several years, but is not paid a salary, receiving compensation on the basis
of services actually rendered. No facts are presented with reference to
this item of compensation upon which an opinion can be based as to
whether the taxpayer was an officer or employee of such county. Con
sequently, no opinion is herein expressed in regard to the compensation
which the taxpayer received from the county of T for such services.
It is not sufficient, in the opinion of this office, to show that a person
rendered service to and received compensation from a state or political
subdivision thereof to entitle such compensation to exemption from income
tax. It must be shown that in rendering such service he was an officer
or employee thereof. The compensation of officers and employees of a
state or political subdivision thereof was specifically exempted in the
revenue acts of 1913, 1916 and 1917. The exemption as to such compen
sation in those acts was plainly an interpretation by congress of the
decisions of the United States supreme court as to the taxability of federal
agencies by states and of the taxability of state agencies by the federal
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government, and was merely expressive of what Congress considered it
had no right to tax by virtue of such supreme court decisions. (McCullock
v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316; Dobbins v. Commissioners, 16 Pet. 436; Col
lector v. Day, 11 Wall. 113).
The revenue act of 1918, although containing no provisions as to
exemption of such compensation, has been interpreted by the attorney
general to exempt the same compensation as was specifically exempted by
the former acts, for the reason that congress had no power to tax the
same (31 Op. Atty. Gen. 441). The revenue act of 1918 has been similarly
interpreted by the treasury department to apply only to the compensation
received by officers and employees of a state or political subdivision thereof
(art. 85, Reg. 45, 1920 ed.), and it is specifically provided in article 37,
Regulations 45, that any profit received from a state or political subdivision
thereof by an independent contractor is taxable income. In the above cited
cases of McCullock v. Maryland; Dobbins v. Commissioners, and Collector
v. Day, the United States supreme court held that the federal government
had no power to tax the instrumentalities of states in the execution of
their governmental functions and that the states had no power to tax
such instrumentalities of the federal government. The court in the case of
Battman v. Warwick (102 Fed. 127) said that the exemption of compen
sation of officers and employees of states or political subdivisions thereof
contained in the revenue act of 1898 was “undoubtedly inserted in order
to conform to these decisions.”
In order, therefore, that the compensation received by A may be entitled
to exemption from the income tax, it must be shown that he was an
officer or employee of the state of Y or of a political subdivision thereof.
Numerous cases have been considered by the courts in which the
question involved was whether a person was an officer or an employee of
the government or of another person. There is one thought which runs
through all the decisions on the question, and that is that in order to be
an officer or employee it must appear that the duties performed by such
person are of a continuous nature and are not occasional, temporary, or
specific in character or object.
In rendering the services to the commission for the consolidation of
laws for the state of Y, acting as commissioner for the Z grade crossings,
the services rendered the town of R and the city of S, it is not claimed
by the taxpayer that he was vested with offices, the tenure and duties of
which were established by law, and such was plainly not the case. With
reference to the services rendered to the commission for the consolidation
of laws, it is stated that he was employed by the commission
to give his entire services when called upon for a stated sum per hour,
but he was not required to respond to the call of the commission, and he
was not under its direction, except in the specific instances when he desired
to serve it.
Nor were the services rendered as commissioner on the Z grade-crossings
matter performed in the capacity of an officer. The term “officer” is in
separably connected with an office. There can be no officer without an office.
There was no office of commissioner which had been created and was
existing. The position was brought into being only for a special and
particular case. It was a single and isolated duty and not an office having
any tenure. No oath was required to be taken as such commissioner. The
place remains in existence only during the pendency of each particular
case. The duties are not regular and continuous. Such a commissioner
has no general duties to perform which extend over any case other than
as he is selected to act in that particular case.
With reference to the services rendered to the town of R and the city
of S, it is not shown that the taxpayer occupied any office while rendering
such services. His services were in isolated transactions and each occasion
when he rendered services was a separate and closed transaction. The
services were limited in duration and specific in their objects.
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It was stated by the United States supreme court in the twenty-per-cent.
cases (20 Wall. 179) :
A government office is different from a government contract. The
latter from its nature is necessarily limited in its duration and specific
in its objects.
Employment under a contract to do an act or perform a service does
not constitute one an officer. This was specifically held in United States v.
Maurice, Fed. Cases, No. 15747, wherein the court said:
An office is defined to be a “public charge or employment” and he who
performs the duties of the office is an officer. If employed on the part of
the United States he is an officer of the United States. Although an office
is “an employment,” it does not follow that every employment is an office.
A man may certainly be employed under a contract, express or implied,
to do an act or perform a service without becoming an officer. But if a
duty be a continuing one, which is defined by rules prescribed by the gov
ernment, and not by contract, which an individual is appointed by govern
ment to perform, who enters on the duties appertaining to his station
without any contract defining them, if those duties continue, though the
person be changed, it seems very difficult to distinguish such a charge or
employment from an office, or the person who performs the duties from
an officer.
And in United States v. Hartwell (6 Wall., 385, 393), in which the
supreme court held that:
.
.
.
The employment of the defendant was in the public service of the
United States. He was appointed pursuant to law and his compensation
was fixed by law. Vacating the office of his superior would not have
affected the tenure of his place. His duties were continuing and perma
nent, not occasional or temporary. They were to be such as his superior
in office should prescribe.
In the case of Auffmordt v. Heddon (137 U. S., 310) the court had
before it for consideration whether a “merchant appraiser” appointed by
the collector of customs under the authority of revised statutes 2930, and
whose compensation, though fixed by statute, was payable by the importer,
was an officer of the United States, and the court said:
He is selected for the special case. He has no general functions, nor
any employment which has any duration as to time or which extends over
any case further than as he is selected to act in that particular case * * *
he has no claim or right to be designated.
In the case of United States v. Germaine, the United States supreme
court said:
If we look to the nature of defendant’s employment, we think it equally
clear that he is not an officer. In that case the court said the term embraces
the ideas of tenure, duration, emolument and duties, and that the latter
were continuing and permanent, not occasional or temporary. In the case
now before us, the duties are not continuing and permanent, and they are
occasional and intermittent. The surgeon is only to act when called on
by the commissioner of pensions in some special case, as when some pen
sioner or claimant of a pension presents himself for examination. He
may make fifty of these examinations in a year, or none. He is
required to keep no place of business for the public use. He gives no
bond and takes no oath, unless by some order of the commissioner of
pensions of which we are not advised.
No regular appropriation is made to pay his compensation, which is
$2 for every certificate of examination, but it is paid out of money appro
priated for paying pensions in his district, under regulations to be pre
scribed by the commissioner. He is but an agent of the commissioner,
appointed by him, and removable by him at his pleasure, to procure infor
mation needed to aid in the performance of his own official duties. He
may appoint one or a dozen persons to do the same thing. The compen
sation may amount to $5 or $500 per annum. There is no penalty for his
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absence from duty or refusal to perform, except his loss of the fee in
the given case. If congress had passed a law requiring the commissioner
to appoint a man to furnish each agency with fuel at a price per ton fixed
by law high enough to secure the delivery of the coal, he would have as
much claim to be an officer of the United States as the surgeons appointed
under this statute.
With reference to the above decision, the United States supreme court
in the case of United States v. Mouat (124 U. S., 303), said:
What is necessary to constitute a person an officer of the United States
in any of the various branches of its service has been very fully con
sidered by this court in United States v. Germaine (99 U. S., 508) * * *.
We do not see any reason to review this well-established decision of what
it is that constitutes an officer.
Applying the principles of law above enunciated to the facts in this
case, it is clear that the taxpayer in rendering services to the state of Y
and political subdivisions thereof was not an officer of the state or political
subdivisions. As was said by the United States supreme court in the
case of Auffmordt v. Heddon, supra, he was selected for the special case.
He had no general functions or any employment which had any duration
as to time or which extended over any case other than as he was selected
to act in that particular case. He occupied no position in the service of
the state or political subdivision, the tenure and duties of which were
established by law or regulations. He was not required to take an oath
which is required of all officers of that state, nor was he commissioned.
In the rendition of the services in the capacities set forth, the taxpayer
did not exercise any function of government either legislative, executive,
or judicial. No part of the state sovereignty was delegated to him.
In view of the foregoing, this office is of the opinion that A in
rendering services to the commission for the consolidation of laws, as
commissioner in the Z grade crossings matter, to the town of R or the
city of S was not an officer of the state of Y or of any political sub
division thereof. The question is then presented as to whether the tax
payer was an employee of such state or political subdivision.
In order to be an employee of the state or a political subdivision
thereof, it must appear that the relation, to some extent at least, of master
and servant existed between the employer and the employee. In the case of
Vane v. Newcombe (132 U. S. 133), the United States supreme court set
forth a fundamental distinction between the relation of employer and
employee and that of a contractor. In that case the court said:
* * * It seems to us that Vane was a contractor with the company
and not an employee. We think the distinction pointed out by the court
is a sound one, namely, that to be an employee within the meaning of the
statute Vane must have been a servant bound in some degree at least
to the duty of a servant and not as if he were a mere contractor bound
only to produce or cause to be produced a certain result, a result of labor
to be sure, but free to dispose of his own time and personal efforts
according to his pleasure without responsibility to the other party.
Employment of a person in a particular transaction to accomplish a
specific result, who, while in the execution thereof is not under the direction
of the employer is not an employee. An employee is one engaged in the
rendition of services and not in the accomplishment of specific results. It
is essential that there be some continuity to the employment and that the
duties be not occasional or temporary and not specific in character or
object as a result of contractual relations.
In Lewis v. Fisher (26 L. R. A. 278), the Maryland court of appeals
held as follows:
The terms "officers” and "employees” both alike, refer to those in
regular and continual service. Within the ordinary acceptation of the
terms, one who is engaged to render service in a particular transaction
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is neither an officer nor an employee. They imply continuity of service,
and exclude those employed for a special and single transaction.
The question whether an attorney serving a railway was an employee
was presented to the supreme court in Louisville, etc., Railway v. Wilson
(138 U. S. 501, 505), and decided as follows:
The terms “officers” and “employees” both alike, refer to those in regular
and continual service. Within the ordinary acceptation of the terms, one
who is engaged to render service in a particular transaction is neither
an officer nor an employee. They imply continuity of service, and exclude
those employed for a special and single transaction. An attorney of an
individual, retained for a single suit, is not his employee. It is true he
was engaged to render services; but his engagement is rather that of a
contractor than that of an employee.
It is stated by the taxpayer that he has been in the regular and con
tinuous employ of the commission for the consolidation of laws for the
past four years. It does not appear, however, that he was under any obli
gation to render any service to the commission except on the particular
occasions when it suited his convenience to do so. It would appear that
he would only fail to receive his compensation if he failed to render the
services when called upon. If it be established as a fact that he was
called upon so frequently as to remain in the continuous employ of the
commission, this would not constitute such employment a continuous em
ployment, since it appears that each time he was called upon represented
a separate transaction. He was not under obligations by virtue of his
engagement to do anything, and on such occasions as he was called upon
he rendered services to the commission because of his desire to do so on
the particular occasions. The statement, therefore, that the taxpayer was in
the regular and continuous employ of the commission becomes immaterial
in view of the fact that he was kept in such continuous employ by virtue
of separate undertakings.
It appears to this office from the facts stated that the taxpayer was
but an agent of the commission to consolidate laws and was not an arm
of the state for the exercise of a governmental function. He furnished
information to the commission at their request. The relationship of master
and servant or that of employer and employee did not exist. The com
mission had no control over the taxpayer in any manner whatsoever in the
performance of what he was called upon to do. Whenever they desired
his services they called upon him for the same. They were in no position
to require his presence or to require him to furnish them any information.
While it appears that the taxpayer rendered services to the commission
at such times as they called upon him, at a stipulated price per hour, it is
not shown that this compensation was not subject to change for each
occasion when he was called upon or that he owed any obligation to the
commission to furnish any information in any matter unless on the partic
ular occasion he desired to do so. Each occasion, therefore, is a specific
undertaking. He was an independent agent. He was called upon on
occasions to furnish the commission with information desired by them
in performing their public duties. He could not be considered an employee
of the state any more than a person who furnished coal to a public
building at an agreed price per ton or a manufacturer or merchant who
furnished supplies to public institutions.
With reference to the services rendered as commissioner for the Z grade
crossings, it is equally clear that the taxpayer was not an employee. It
could not be said in any sense that the relationship of master and servant
existed between the taxpayer and the state of Y or a political subdivision
thereof. He was appointed to act as one of three commissioners whose
duties, as prescribed by statute, required them, after a hearing of the
interested parties, to make a report to the court. No one had the power
to direct the manner of the performance of their duties or to control their
action. The court could confirm or reject their report, but had no power
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to direct them in the performance of their duty in such a manner as
would constitute them employees within the definition of that term by the
United States supreme court in the case of Vane v. Newcombe, supra, nor
were the services rendered of a continuous nature. On the other hand
they were specific and limited in character, and were in a particular
transaction.
Nor in rendering services to the town of R or the city of S was the
taxpayer an employee thereof. He was not in the regular and continuous
service of such town or city, nor did the relationship of master and servant
in any degree exist. In rendering such services he was an independent
agent, and rendered specific services for an agreed consideration.
In view of the foregoing, it is held that the compensation received by A
for services rendered to the state of Y and political subdivisions thereof
as set forth herein is not exempt from the income tax.
In view of the foregoing opinion in which the committee concurs,
it is recommended in the appeal of A that the action of the income-tax
unit in holding that certain income received for services rendered by him
to a state and political subdivision thereof constitutes taxable income
under the revenue act of 1918 be sustained, and accordingly that the tax
payer’s appeal be denied.
(T. D. 3242—November 9, 1921)
Income tax—Public health service—Military and naval forces of the
United States—Opinion of Attorney General.
The personnel of the Public Health Service is not a part of the military
forces of the United States within the meaning of the term “military and
naval forces of the United States” contained in section 1 of the revenue act
of 1918. The members thereof are not entitled to the exemption granted
to such forces in section 213 (b) (8) of such act.
There is given * * * an opinion rendered by the attorney general,
under date of October 29, 1921, dealing with the right of the personnel of
the public health service to the exemption granted to the members of the
military and naval forces of the United States in section 213 (b) (8) of
the revenue act of 1918.
(T. D. 3243—November 14, 1921)
Income tax.
Extension of time for filing amended returns required by T. D. 3220,
approved August 26, 1921, in cases in which appreciated or inflated values
have been used in determining invested capital.
Under the provisions of T. D. 3220, approved August 26, 1921, all tax
payers who, in the preparation of their income and profits tax returns for
1917 and subsequent years, have used appreciated or inflated values in deter
mining the amount of their invested capital are required to file amended
returns within 90 days from the date of that decision and make payment
of the additional tax shown to be due.
In view of the fact that many taxpayers are unable to complete their
returns by November 24, 1921, the last date under which amended returns
may be filed, as provided by T. D. 3220, an extension of time up to and
including January 15, 1922, is hereby granted within which to file such
amended returns and make payment of the additional tax due.
(T. D. 3245—November 14, 1921)
War profits and excess-profits taxes—Limitation.
Articles 732 and 733, Regulations No. 45 (1920 edition), amended.
Articles 732 and 733, regulations No. 45 (1920 edition), are hereby
amended to read as follows:
Art. 732. Limitation when return for fractional part of year.—When a
return is rendered for a fractional part of a year, the limitation shall be
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computed in the same manner as if the period covered by the return were
a full taxable year.
Art. 733. Illustration of computation of limitation of tax.—If in the
illustration used in article 720 the invested capital had been $100,000 and the
net income $60,000, the tax computed under section 301 (a) of the statute
would be $56,200. Section 302 provides, however, that the tax under sec
tion 301 (a) shall not be more than 30 per cent. of the net income in excess
of $3,000 and not in excess of $20,000 plus 80 per cent, of the net income in
excess of $20,000. The tax at the 30 per cent. rate will be $5,100 (art. 731)
and the balance of the tax will be 80 per cent. of $60,000 (the net income
in excess of $20,000), or $48,000. The total tax will therefore be $5,100
plus $48,000, or $53,100. The tax under section 301 (a), amounting to
$56,200, will accordingly be reduced to $53,100.
(T. D. 3247—November 7, 1921)
.
Income tax—Gross income—Inclusions
Article 52 of Regulations No. 45 (1920 edition) amended.
Article 52 of regulations No. 45 (1920 edition) is hereby amended to
read as follows:
Art. 52. When included in gross income.—Gains, profits and income are
to be included in the gross income for the taxable year in which they are
received by the taxpayer, unless they are included when they accrue to
him in accordance with the approved method of accounting followed by
him. See articles 21-24. Lands which are received as compensation for
services in one year, the title to which is disputed and in a later year
adjudged to be valid, constitute income to the grantee in the former year.
On the other hand, a person may sue in one year on a pecuniary claim
or for property, but money or property recovered on a judgment therefor
rendered in a later year would be income in that year, assuming that it
would have been income in the earlier year if then received. This is true
of a recovery for patent infringement. Bad debts or accounts charged off
subsequent to February 28, 1913, because of the fact that they are deter
mined to be worthless, which are subsequently recovered, whether or not by
suit, constitute income for the year in which recovered. For the rule to
be followed in the case of bad debts charged off as worthless prior to
March 1, 1913, and recovered subsequent to that date, see article 87 as
amended by T. D. 3206, approved July 28, 1921. See also articles 111 and 151.
In view of the unusual conditions prevailing at the close of the year 1918
it is recognized that many items of gross income, such as claims for com
pensation under canceled contracts, together with claims against contracting
departments of the government for amortization and other matters, while
properly constituting gross income for the taxable year 1918, were undecided
and not sufficiently definite in amount to be reported in the original return
for that year. In every such case the taxpayer should attach to his return
a full statement of such pending claims and other matters, and when the
correct amount of such items is ascertained an amended return for the
taxable year 1918 should be filed.
(T. D. 3251—November 25, 1921)
Abatement of assessments as erroneous or illegal.
The validity of an assessment depends upon the law and actual facts
existing. Therefore, an assessment made upon an erroneous theory or by
mistake may not be remitted or abated because so made, if, at the time
its validity is passed upon, the commissioner is in possession of evidence
which shows an equivalent amount of tax is properly due in connection with
the income, transaction, or matter upon which the assessment is predicated.
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(T. D. 3252—November 25, 1921)
Income taxes—Revenue act of 1918—Decision of court.
1. Surtax of 72 per cent.—Confiscation within Meaning of Fifth
Amendment to Constitution.
A graduated income tax which applies at a rate of 72 per cent. on a
portion of a taxpayer’s net income and at an average rate of 50 per cent.
on his entire net income is not confiscatory within the meaning of the fifth
amendment of the constitution.
2. Profit on Sale of Stock, which Includes in Part Stock Received as
Stock Dividend.
Where a taxpayer received a 50 per cent. stock dividend upon shares
of stock, part of which were purchased prior to March 1, 1913, and part
subsequent thereto, and in 1918 sold the original certificates held on March
1, 1913, part of the stock purchased after March 1, 1913, and part of the
stock received as the 50 per cent. stock dividend, the basis for computing
the profit from such sale shall be as follows: For each certificate held on
March 1, 1913, two-thirds of its value on that date; for each certificate
acquired thereafter, two-thirds of its purchase price; and upon each cer
tificate for stock dividend shares if identified as issued against a specified
earlier certificate, one-third of the value on March 1, 1913, of the stock upon
which the dividend was declared or one-third of the purchase price of the
stock upon which the dividend was declared, as the case may be. If the
stock received as a dividend can not be identified as having been declared
upon any specific lot of the old stock, the sales of the dividend stock should
be applied against the dividend stock chargeable to the first purchase remain
ing unsold when the stock dividend was declared. (See T. D. 3238.)
The appended decision of the United States district court for the southern
district of New York, in the case of Towne v. McElligott, acting collector,
is published for the information of internal revenue officers and others
concerned.

United States District Court, Southern District of New York
Henry R. Towne v. Richard J. McElligott, acting collector of United States
internal revenue for the third district of the State of New York.
[August 5, 1921]
This case arises upon demurrer to a complaint by a taxpayer for money
paid on income taxes. It raises two questions: First, whether the profits
realized upon the sale of the plaintiff’s shares of stock were correctly com
puted; second, whether a surtax of 72 per cent. on such profits was confis
catory. The first question depends upon these facts: The plaintiff owned
shares in a corporation before March 1, 1913, and bought other shares
thereafter. Later he received a stock dividend of 50 per cent. upon all
his shares. In 1918 he sold some of his shares, including those certificates
which he had held on March 1, 1913, those which he had bought later,
and some of those which he had received as a stock dividend. The tax was
collected on the following basis: The plaintiff was charged with the gross
sale price and credited on each share sold with the average cost of all the
shares. This average for each share was computed by dividing the gross
cost of all such shares by the number of the shares including the shares
declared as a stock dividend. The plaintiff argues that he should be credited
with the actual cost of each certificate, computing the cost of the shares
declared as a stock dividend at nothing. Thus the difference between the
parties is whether in estimating the taxpayer’s credit on each share sold,
the stock dividend shares should be brought into hotchpot with the shares
on which the stock dividend was declared.
Learned Hand, district judge: I shall take up the second point first,
since if it were sound it would dispose of the whole case. In brief it comes
to this, that a tax of 72 per cent. on the last increment of the plaintiff’s
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income, and a tax of 50 per cent. upon his whole income, is confiscatory,
and if so, void under the fifth amendment. The term “confiscatory,'* when
so used, is clearly one of degree because literally all taxes are pro tanto
confiscatory. Except as it imports some inequality of burden, not here
suggested, it can mean nothing but that there is a measure to the amount
which the government may seize in taxes for its own purposes. The plaintiff
relies on certain language in Brushaber v. Union Pac. Ry. (240 U. S., 1,24,25)
which, broken from its context, he thinks helps his contention. The meaning
of that language is only that there may be inequalities in the rates of levy
great enough to become a confiscation of the income which suffered the
highest rates. The chief justice identified possible confiscation with a tax
“so wanting in bases for classification as to produce such a gross and patent
inequality as to inevitably lead to the same conclusion,” i. e., the conclusion
that the property was confiscated. I do not read this language as giving
any color for arguing that when the inequalities are lawful the rates may
be confiscatory as a whole, nor is there any such suggestion in the books
that I have seen.
In fact our war taxes are not out of relation to the sums levied by other
civilized nations faced with the same exigencies as the great war imposed
upon us. In critical periods of a nation’s life the power to tax may be
necessary to preserve it, and perhaps there is no limit beyond which it may
not subject the property within its reach to contributions. I need not go
so far as that in this case; it is enough that the powers of congress are.
to be interpreted, not by dialectical ingenuity but by the current practices
of nations in the exercise of similar powers. It is true that these powers
are limited and that those limits must be observed, however little they
circumscribe the analogous powers of other legislatures. Yet when the
question is of the interpretation of those broad counsels of moderation con
tained in the fifth amendment, we must interpret the limitations themselves
with an eye to the practices which have become tolerated elsewhere among
civilized nations. Were it not so, we should be limited forever to the political
usages of 1789, and those amendments which were intended to protect the
individual against extravagant or invidious discrimination would become
a strait-jacket upon the nation’s freedom.
The second point is raised by Eisner v. Macomber (252 U. S., 189) and
must be ruled by its implications. Under the doctrine of that case a stock
dividend is not regarded as new property at all. The old certificate repre
sented precisely the same property as the old and new do thereafter. The
old shares have proliferated, as it were, and although the right they repre
sented has now suffered a cellular division into smaller units of greater
number, that is all that has happened. In view of this it seems to me
difficult to avoid regarding the old and new shares together as anything
more than the evidence of a right which has persisted unchanged through
the declaration of the dividend. It might have been possible to look at the
new shares as declared from the surplus and the surplus as not included
in the old shares (at least not in the same sense as the new shares comprise
it), but all such notions were expressly repudiated in the prevailing opinion.
If so, each of the new shares, whether contained in the old or the new
certificates, represents a part of the original property purchased, and in
selling the first certificate the stockholder has not sold the whole of what
he originally bought and should not be credited with the whole purchase
price. Judge Rose, in Safe Deposit, etc., Co. v. Miles (273 Fed., 822),
has adopted the same theory of computing an income tax in a stronger case.
There the plaintiff sold some “rights” declared upon his stock, and Judge
Rose computed his profit in substantially the same way as I suggest here.
The plaintiff answers this argument by saying that if so all shares at
any time held by a stockholder must be brought into hotchpot and averaged.
I scarcely think that consistency requires me to go so far. The law may
and in fact does recognize an identity in every share which can indeed
be traced upon the books of the company, at least until certificates are
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consolidated, and later subdivided. The purchase of a number of shares can
be earmarked by the certificate and it is an enormous convenience to keep
the purchase separate. Yet it is possible and consistent when new shares
are declared to attribute them ratably in subdivision of those already issued.
They are not so entered on the books, it is true, but the books are not kept
in accordance with the underlying doctrine of Eisner v. Macomber, supra,
in any event. At least the earlier certificates need not lose their separate
identity because new shares are filiated to them in proper proportion.
An illustration will make clear what I mean. Suppose a man has
certificate A for 100 shares bought at $100, certificate B for 100 bought
at $150, and certificate C for 100 bought for $200. Suppose further that a
stock dividend of 50 per cent. is declared and he gets one certificate D for
150 shares without paying anything. If he sells certificate A, he would
be deemed to sell not the whole of his first purchase but only two-thirds
of it and he could credit himself with only $6,666. If he sold certificate B,
he would credit himself with $10,000, and if certificate C, with $13,333.
If he sold certificate D, he could credit himself with $15,000, made up of
$3,333 from his first purchase, $5,000 from his second, and $6,666 from
his third. If, on the other hand, he sold only a part of certificate D, some
arbitrary rule of apportionment must be adopted allocating the shares sold
among his purchases. The most natural analogy is with payment upon an
open account where the law has always allocated the earlier payments to
the earlier debts in the absence of a contrary intention. Accordingly, if
all the new shares were not sold at once, I think the first sales should be
attributed to the first purchases still remaining unsold when the stock
dividend was declared. I do not see that this method will result in con
fusion in its application, and it carries into effect the underlying theory of
Eisner v. Macomber, supra.
The tax at bar was not computed quite in this way because all the
purchases before the declaration of the stock dividend were brought into
hotchpot. This I think was inconsistent with the theory of the identity of
the shares involved in each purchase. It must, therefore, be recalculated,
which the parties have kindly consented to do if they are told the rule.
The credits will be computed as follows: Upon each certificate held on
March 1,1913, two-thirds its value on that day, i. e., $230; upon each certificate
bought at $100, $66⅔; upon each certificate for stock dividend shares if
issued against any specified earlier certificate the same credit per share as
the shares of that certificate. If the certificate of new shares is not so
earmarked, or if but one certificate was issued for the new shares, then
credit will be allowed of two-thirds the value of the shares on March 1,
1913, until half the number of shares have been sold which the plaintiff
held on March 1, 1913, and retained the stock dividend.
The formal disposition of the demurrer will depend upon this calculation.
If the tax is less than that collected, the demurrer will be overruled and
the plaintiff will take judgment for the difference; if it is greater or the
same, the demurrer will be sustained and the complaint dismissed with costs.
Idaho Association of Certified Public Accountants
At the annual meeting of the Idaho Association of Certified Public
Accountants held December 3rd and 4th, the following officers were elected:
Norman H. Young, president; Charles E. Folsom, vice-president; J. W.
Robinson, secretary-treasurer; directors, Clarence Van Deusen, James
Munro, Edwin A. Wilson and John Ewald.
Reports for the past year were read and minor amendments to the
by-laws were made. A resolution was adopted, to be forwarded to the
Idaho senators and representatives, asking their favorable consideration of
senate bill No. 2531, the purpose of which is to establish a board of exam
iners for the District of Columbia.
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(Note—The fact that these solutions appear in The Journal of
Accountancy should not lead the reader to assume that they are the official
solutions of the American Institute of Accountants. They merely represent
the personal opinion of the editor of the Students’ Department.)
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
EXAMINATION IN ACCOUNTING THEORY AND PRACTICE
Part I
November 16, 1921, 1 P.M. to 6 P.M.
Answer any two of the first three problems:
1. At December 31, 1919, after closing the books, a balance-sheet of
the A Company was submitted to a meeting of the board of directors. The
statement showed an authorized capitalization of $100,000.00, divided into
1,000 shares, of which 800 had been issued at par value, and a surplus
account of $23,000.00. The directors declared a 7 per cent. dividend, payable
February 1st to stockholders of record January 15th.
Immediately following the meeting on December 31st, the B Company
purchased for cash 90 per cent. of the outstanding stock of the A Company
at 130, and the stock was registered in the name of the B Company on
the A Company’s books.
The dividend was paid by Company A on February 1st.
On June 30, 1920, the A Company closed its books and found that it
had made a profit of $12,000.00 for the half year.
On July 1, 1920, the directors of the A Company authorized the sale
of the unissued stock at 120, to be subscribed and paid for by the stock
holders at that date in amounts proportionate to their present holdings.
All of the stock was accordingly issued and paid for at that date.
A dividend of 4 per cent. was declared on July 3, 1920, and paid on
July 15th. The dividend was applicable to the entire stock issue.
The books of Company A were closed at December 31, 1920, and the
profits for the half year were found to be $13,500.00.
The B Company took up its proportion of the subsidiary’s earnings on
June 30th and December 31st, respectively, before closing its own books.
Dividends declared after the acquisition of the stock were treated as a
reduction of the investment account.
(a) .You are asked to prepare journal entries for these transactions as
they would appear on the books of Company B.
Consolidated balance-sheets were prepared on:
December 31, 1919, immediately following the first stock purchase;
July 1, 1920, immediately following the second stock purchase;
December 31, 1920.
(b) State as to each consolidated balance-sheet:
(1) The amount of goodwill appearing therein, assuming that the
books of Company A showed a goodwill account of $10,000.00
at each date and that there was no goodwill account on
Company B’s books.
(2) The minority interest.
(3) The consolidated surplus, assuming that Company B’s books
showed surplus of
$46,000.00 at December 31, 1919.
57,000.00 at July 1, 1920.
68,000.00 at December 31, 1920.
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Solution. At December 31, 1919, when the B Company made the first
purchase of stock, the A Company’s books showed:
Capital stock outstanding ................................
$80,000.00
Surplus:
Balance before dividend ..................... $23,000.00
Less dividend (7% of $80,000)..................
5,600.00 17,400.00
Book value of stock.........................................

$97,400.00

Dividends payable ............................................

$ 5,600.00

The B Company purchased 90% of the outstanding stock:
Par of stock acquired (90% of $80,000) ....
$72,000.00
Book value (90% of $97,400) .......................
87,660.00
Portion of dividend applicable to acquired stock:
90% of $5,600 ..............................................
5,040.00
Purchase price of acquired stock:
Total price ($72,000 X 130) ................
93,600.00
Less dividend rights acquired .........................
5,040.00

Price paid for stock .......................................

$88,560.00

December 31, 1919
Investment in stock of Company A .................... $88,560.00
Dividends receivable—Company A .......................
5,040.00
Cash ............................................................
$93,600.00
To record the purchase of 90% of the out
standing stock of Company A, together with
right to 7% dividend declared today, payable
February 1, 1920.
Price @130 .................................. $93,600.00
Less dividend receivable .............
5,040.00
Price of stock ..............................
Book value of stock acquired.......

$88,560.00
87,660.00

Goodwill in stock purchase .........

$

900.00

February 1, 1920
Cash ............................................................................ $ 5,040.00
Dividends receivable—Company A ................
$ 5,040.00
To record collection of dividend declared by Com
pany A on December 31, 1919.

June 30, 1920
Investment in stock of Company A........................... $10,800.00
Income from stock of Company A ................
$10,800.00
To take up our 90% of the earnings of subsidiary
A for the half year ended today (90% of 12,000)
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Income from stock of Company A........................... $10,800.00
Surplus ............................................................
$10,800.00
To transfer earnings to surplus.
July 1, 1920
Investment in stock of Company A ......................... $21,600.00
Cash ..................................................................
$21,600.00
To record the purchase of 90% of Company A’s
unissued stock at 120.
Total unissued stock .................... $20,000.00
Per cent. acquired .......................
90%

Par of stock acquired ..................
Price per share ............................

$18,000.00
120.00

Cost of stock ................................

$21,600.00

July 3, 1920
$ 3,600.00
Dividends receivable, Company A .......
$ 3,600.00
Investment in stock of Company A
To record declaration by Company A of 4%
dividend:
Total dividend .............................. $ 4,000.00
3,600.00
Our 90% thereof ............ ............
July 15, 1920
Cash ............................................................................ $ 3,600.00
$ 3,600.00
Dividends receivable—Company A ..............
To record collection of dividend from Company A.
December 31, 1920
Investment in stock of Company A ......................... $12,150.00
$12,150.00
Income from stock of Company A................
To take up our 90% of the $13,500 earnings of
Company A for the last half year.

Income from stock of Company A ......................... $12,150.00
Surplus ..............................................................
$12,150.00
To transfer earnings to surplus.
Figures Appearing in Consolidated Balance-sheets
Goodwill: The method of determining the goodwill depends on whether
the holding company carries the investment
(a) at original cost. In that case the goodwill involved in the stock
purchase is determined by deducting the book value of the stock
at the date of acquisition from the cost of the stock; or
(b) at cost plus proportion of earnings and minus proportion of divi
dends declared after acquisition. In this case the balance of the
investment account at any date will represent
The book value of the stock at that date,
Plus any goodwill from stock purchase,
Or minus any negative goodwill, due to the fact that the price
paid was less than book value at acquisition.
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The B Company followed the second method of accounting for the
investment. Hence the goodwill is computed by deducting the book value
of the subsidiary holdings at the balance-sheet date from the balance of
the investment account. A positive remainder is an addition to goodwill.
A negative remainder is a deduction.
Goodwill at December 31, 1919:
Goodwill on books of Company A.........................
$10,000.00
Goodwill in stock purchase:
Balance of investment account ..................... $88,560.00
Less book value of stock acquired:
Par of stock outstanding...... $80,000.00
Surplus ....................................
17,400.00

Total .......................................

$97,400,000

90% thereof ................................................

87,660.00

Total goodwill on consolidated balance-sheet ....

900.00
$10,900.00

Goodwill at July 1, 1920:
Goodwill on books of Company A..................
$10,000.00
Goodwill in stock purchase:
Balance of investment account:
Cost of first purchase ........................... $88,560.00
Earnings to June 30, 1920 .........................
10,800.00
Total ............................................................
Cost of second purchase ...........................

$99,360.00
21,600.00

Balance of investment acc’t at July 1, 1920 $120,960.00
Less book value of stock held:
Par of stock outstanding ....... $100,000.00
Surplus from sale of $20,000
at 120 .............................
4,000.00
Surplus at December 31, 1919.. 17,400.00
Earnings to June 30, 1920 .... 12,000.00

Total book value at July 1, 1920 $133,400.00
90% thereof ................................................

Total goodwill on consolidated balance-sheet ....

120,060.00

900.00
$10,900.00

Goodwill at December 31, 1920:
Goodwill on books of Company A .....................
$10,000.00
Goodwill in stock purchase:
Balance of investment account at Dec. 31:
Balance at July 1st (as above) ................ $120,960.00
Less dividends—July 3, 1920 ...................... 3,600.00
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Balance......................................................... $117,360.00
Add profits to December 31st ..................
12,150.00
Balance at December 31, 1920 .................. $129,510.00
Less book value of stock:
Book value of total stock
(July 1) ........................... $133,400.00
Less dividends, July 3rd.........
4,000.00
Balance........................................ $129,400.00
Add profits to December 31st.. 13,500.00

Total book value at Dec. 31st.. $142,900.00
90% thereof ................................................

128,610.00

Total goodwill on consolidated balance-sheet ....

900.00

$10,900.00

The goodwill might also be determined thus: the first purchase of stock
involved a goodwill item of $900.00; the second purchase involved no
goodwill since the payment for the stock increased the subsidiary’s book
value an amount exactly equal to the price paid. Of course, if the minority
interest had not taken its proportion of the unissued stock, the condition
would be different, for in that case a portion of the premium paid in by
the holding company would go to enhance the value of the minority interest.
But since the new stock is issued in amounts proportionate to the former
holdings, and since all purchasers pay the same price, the entire amount
paid in by the holding company goes to enhance the book value of its
holdings.
Minority interest at December 31, 1919:
Capital stock of Company A .................................................... $80,000.00
Surplus ......................................................................................
17,400.00

Total ..........................................................................................

$97,400.00

Minority interest, 10% ..............................................................

$ 9,740.00

In addition to their interest in the stock and surplus, the minority
stockholders are entitled to 10% of the declared dividends, or $560.00. This
item, however, would appear on the consolidated balance-sheet as dividends
payable and not as minority interest.

Minority interest at July 1, 1920 (assuming that the balance-sheet is drawn
up after the sale of stock at 120) :
Capital stock of Company A ..............................
$100,000.00
Surplus:
At December 31, 1919 ..................................... $17,400.00
Add profits to June 30, 1920 .........................
$12,000.00 29,400.00
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Capital surplus from sale of stock ........

4,000.00

Total .......................................................................

$133,400.00

Minority interest, 10% .........................................

$13,340.00

Minority interest at December 31, 1920:
Capital stock of Company A .............
Surplus:
At July 1, 1920 (as above) ..................................
Less dividends, July 3rd ................................

$29,400.00
4,000.00

Balance ..............................................................
Add profits to December 31, 1920 ..................

$25,400.00
13,500.00

$100,000.00

38,900.00

Capital surplus .....................................................

4,000.00

Total .......................................................................

$142,900.00

Minority interest, 10% ........................................

$14,290.00

Consolidated surplus:
At December 31, 1919 .................. $46,000.00
At July 1, 1920 .................................... 57,000.00
At December 31, 1920 .......................
68,000.00
These are the balances of the surplus account on Company B’s books.
No portion of the subsidiary’s operating surplus is added to these amounts
because the holding company has already taken up its proportion of the
subsidiary’s earnings. The proportion of the $4,000.00 capital surplus is
not added because the payment of a premium by Company B constitutes
merely a transfer of funds from B to A and not an earning of Company B.

2. The M Company of New York started in business on January 1, 1920,
manufacturing a patented article. It entered into a contract with the
S Company of Chicago. This contract contained the following provisions:
(a) The S Company shall have the exclusive right to sell the M Com
pany’s product.
(b) All goods manufactured by the M Company during the month shall
be shipped to the S Company on or before the last day of the month.
(c) All goods shall be shipped on consignment and be billed to the
S Company at 120 per cent. of the estimated cost of manufacture.
(d) Cost of manufacture shall include all material, labor and manu
facturing expenses, to which shall be added 6 per cent. interest on the
M Company’s investment in plant assets used in manufacturing.
(e) The S Company shall remit as an advance 60 per cent. of the billed
price of the goods on receipt thereof. The remainder of the billed price
shall be remitted as soon as the goods are sold. The S Company may
sell at any price it chooses, above the billed price, the excess being the
profit of the S Company.
(f) Records shall be kept on the M Company’s books as follows:
Consignments shall be charged to “S Company, consignee,” and
credited to “consignments outward” at billed price (i. e., estimated
cost including interest, plus 20 per cent.).
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Advances shall be credited to “S Company, advances.”
Sales reported by the S Company shall be recorded as follows:
Debit “S Company” and credit “sales” at billed prices;
Transfer from “S Company, advances” to “S Company” the
advances applicable to goods sold;
Credit “S Company” with remittances in final settlement.
(g) At the end of the year, the M Company shall ascertain the true
manufacturing cost, to which has been added 6 per cent. interest on plant
assets, as well as 20 per cent. of the total so obtained, to determine the
adjusted bill prices, and shall make the following adjustments:
Raise or lower the balances of the “S Company, consignee” and the
“consignments outward” accounts to the adjusted billed price of
goods unsold.
Adjust the “advances” account so that its balance shall be 60 per
cent. of the adjusted billed price of goods received by the S Com
pany and still unsold, offsetting entry to be made in the “S Com
pany” account.
Adjust the sales account and the “S Company” account for any
discrepancy between the estimated and adjusted billed prices of
goods sold.
Any balance in the “S Company” account, after making these adjust
ments, shall be due immediately by or to the M Company.
At December 31, 1920, the M Company’s trial balance included the
following balances:
Manufacturing account (after closing thereto all
manufacturing accounts as well as interest on
plant assets) ............................................... $180,000
Interest on plant assets .........................................
$ 3,000
S Company, consignee .........................................
240,000
Consignments outward (total for the year) ....
240,000
S Company advances (advances received less those
applied in settlement for sales) ...............
18,000
S Company (account balances and is closed)
Sales .......................................................................
170,000
The M Company has shipped all goods manufactured.
The S Company has paid all advances on goods received and made
settlement at estimated billed prices for all goods sold.
Make the adjusting entries required in (g) above.
State the gross profit of the M Company on sales made by the
S Company.
Determine the inventory of unsold goods at true manufacturing cost.
Solution. In solving this problem it is advisable to build up the
“S Company advances” account (which shows only a balance of $18,000)
and the “S Company” account (which is closed). This can be done by
making the entries called for in paragraph (f) of the problem.
The charge to “S Company, consignee” and the credit to “consignments
outward” was $240,000.
The next entry is: debit cash and credit “S Company, advances” with
60% of the billed price of goods received by the S Company. This will
not necessarily be 60% of the $240,000 shipments, because there may be
goods in transit.
The balance of the advances account is ...........
$ 18,000.00
There has been transferred from “advances” to
“S Company” account in settlement for
goods sold 60% of $170,000 sales, or.........
102,000.00

Hence the total advances paid by the S Co. were
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Cash .................................................................... $120,000.00
S Company, advances ..................................
$120,000.00
To record total advances.
The entries for sales were:
S Company .........................................................
170,000.00
Sales ..........................................
170,000.00
To record total sales of consigned goods.
S Company, advances .......................................
102,000.00
S Company ....................................................
102,000.00
To transfer the advances applicable to goods sold.
Cash ...................................................................
68,000.00
S Company ....................................................
68,000.00
Final settlement for goods sold.
We can now ascertain the billed price of goods unsold:
Total consignments—at billed price..................
240,000.00
Less consignments received by S Company:
$120,000.00 ÷60% ..................................
200,000.00

Goods in transit ................................................
Goods received by S Company (as above) ...
Less goods sold ................................................

$ 40,000.00

200,000.00
170,000.00

Goods in possession of S Company ................

30,000.00

Total inventory at estimated billed prices ....

$ 70,000.00

The next step is to make the adjustments called for in paragraph (g).
True cost of manufacture, including interest ...................... $180,000.00
Add 20% thereof ....................................................................
36,000.00

Adjusted billed price ..............................................................

$216,000.00

Then $216,000.00 ÷ $240,000.00 = 90% or rate of adjusted billed price
to estimated billed price.
First adjusting entry:
Consignments outward ...................................... $177,000.00
S Company consignee ..................................
$177,000.00
To lower balances of accounts to adjusted
billed price of goods unsold:
Balance of accounts .................... $240,000.00
Less adjusted billed price of goods
unsold: (90% of $70,000.00).. 63,000.00
Adjustment ..................................

$177,000.00

Second adjusting entry: The advances account is to be adjusted so
that its balance will be 60% of the adjusted billed price of goods received
by the S Company and unsold.
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S Company advances ....................................... $ 1,800.00
S Company ....................................................
$ 1,800.00
Total
60%
Estimated billed price of inventory ....$30,000
$18,000
Adjusted billed price of inventory .... 27,000
16,200

Excess advances on goods unsold.........

$ 1,800

Third adjusting entry: The sales account and the S Company account
must also be adjusted because of the over-estimate in the billed price of
the goods sold for which payment has been made.
Sales ................................................................... $ 17,000.00
S Company ....................................................
$ 17,000.00
Billed price of goods sold......... $170,000.00
Adjusted price: 90% thereof ... 153,000.00

Adjustment for over payment ..

17,000.00

The amount now due to the S Company is computed as follows (though
not asked for by the problem) :
For excess advances on goods unsold ........... $ 1,800.00
For excess settlements on sales .....................
17,000.00

Total ..................................................................

$ 18,800.00

In order to determine the gross profit on sales, it is necessary to deter
mine the true cost of the goods sold.
The estimated billed price of goods manu
factured was ......................................... $240,000.00
The estimated billed price of goods unsold was
70,000.00

The estimated billed price of goods sold was..

$170,000.00

Then 17/24 of $180,000.00 = $127,500.00 cost, including interest, of
goods sold
and 7/24 of $180,000.00 = $52,500 cost, including interest, of goods
unsold.
Sales, at adjusted price ...................................................... $153,000.00
Less cost of goods sold, including interest .....................
127,500.00
Gross profit on sales, not including interest realized
by sales .................................................................... $ 25,500.00
Add interest realized by sales: 17/24 of $3,000.00 ...........
2,125.00
Total gross profit on sales ..............................................
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The inventory of unsold goods at cost including inter
est was ........................................................................... $ 52,500.00
Deduct interest included in cost: 7/24 of $3,000.00 .........
875.00

True manufacturing cost of inventory ............................

$ 51,625.00

ACTUARIAL (Optional)
3. The federal estate tax imposes “a tax equal to the sum of the
following percentages of the value of the net estate:
1 per centum of the amount of the net estate not in excess of $50,000;
2 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds $50,000
and does not exceed $150,000;
3 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds $150,000
and does not exceed $250,000.
The rates are further graduated up to 25 per cent.
The net estate is computed by determining the gross estate and making
deductions for liabilities, funeral and administration expenses and an
exemption for $50,000.
The regulations provide that when the decedent was entitled to receive
an annuity of a definite amount during a specified number of years and
the right constitutes an asset of his estate, the present worth of the annuity
at the time of the decedent’s death must be computed on a four per cent.
basis and be included in the gross estate.
The regulations further provide that when the decedent possessed a
remainder interest in property subject to an estate for a term of years,
and such interest constituted an asset of his estate, the present worth of
the remainder interest at the time of his death must be computed on a
four per cent. basis and be included in the gross estate.
George Smith died on January 1, 1921. His estate consisted of:
Sundry real and personal property valued at $215,000.00;
An annuity of $10,000 per annum, payable at December 31st for a
period of twenty years, the tenth payment of which was received
on December 31, 1920;
A remainder interest in a fund of $40,000, subject to an estate for
fifteen years. This estate will terminate on December 31, 1930.
Liabilities and expenses totaled $35,000.
Present value at 4 per cent. of one dollar due 10 years hence = .675564.
Compute the estate tax.

Solution.
Gross estate:
Sundry real and personal property ....................................... $215,000.00
Present worth of annuity of ten payments of $10,000 each,
the first of which is due one year hence:
Present value of $1 at 4% due in 10 years = .675564
Compound discount
= .324436
Present value of annuity of 1 = .324436 ÷ .04 = 8.1109
Present value of annuity of 10,000 = 8.1109 X 10,000 =
81,109.00
Present worth of remainder interest in fund of $40,000,
subject to an estate for 10 years:
Present value of $1 due ten years hence at 4% = .675564
Present value of $40,000 = .675564 X 40,000 =
27,022.56
Total .........................................................................................
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Deduct:
Liabilities and expenses ....................................
Exemption ...........................................................

$35,000.00
50,000.00

Net estate .....................................................................................

85,000.00
$238,131.56

TAX

On $ 50,000.00 at 1% ...........................
“ 100,000.00 “ 2% ...........................
“
88,131.56 “ 3% ...........................

Total

$238,131.56

$ 500.00
2,000.00
2,643.95

$5,143.95

Answer all the following questions:
4. Recently it has been urged that if the replacement cost of fixed assets
is greatly in excess of their cost, depreciation should be computed on
replacement values, so that the reserve for depreciation will be equal to
the replacement value when the time arrives for abandoning the old prop
erty and acquiring new. It is contended that if this procedure is followed
the company will have sufficient cash to make replacements without im
pairing the capital. State your opinion in regard to this matter.
Answer. While it is desirable for the corporation to take into con
sideration the fact that replacement costs are in excess of actual costs,
the recommended procedure does not seem to be good accounting, nor
will it necessarily result in the company having “sufficient cash to make
replacements without impairing the capital.”
It is not good accounting because the credit to the depreciation reserve
is offset by a charge to operations. This charge to operations should be
based on the cost of the assets now in use. The probable greater cost of
new assets will be absorbed by charges to operations in future periods
when more expensive assets are in use. In other words, the proposed
method will result in an overstatement of manufacturing costs and a con
sequent inflation of inventories and understatement of profits.
The procedure will not necessarily provide “sufficient cash to make
replacements without impairing the capital.” In the first place, setting
up a reserve based on cost during the first part of the life of an asset,
and based on replacement value during the last part of the life of the
asset, will not create a reserve equal to the replacement cost at the
termination of the life of the asset.
In the second place, the procedure will not provide cash because a
reserve is an entirely different thing from a fund. Setting up a reserve
does not set aside cash. While it will decrease the amount of profits
available for dividends and thus tend to reduce the amount of cash
distributed among the stockholders, it will not prevent the use for other
purposes of the cash retained from dividends.
In the third place, and as to the impairment of capital, a reserve based
on cost will be sufficient to avoid this result, because such a reserve will
take care of the present cost of depreciation and prevent the payment of
dividends in excess of profits. If such a reserve is set up the capital will
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not be impaired by the subsequent purchase of more expensive assets be
cause such a purchase would merely be an exchange of assets and not a
loss. If the intention is to avoid the impairment of working capital, this
would be better accomplished by limiting dividends and creating a fund.
The proposal that dividends be limited may suggest the advisability of
an increase in the reserve in order to reduce the profits available for divi
dends. But instead of increasing the depreciation reserve with the erron
eous results discussed above, it would be better to provide a depreciation
reserve on a basis of cost, and set up another reserve or appropriated
surplus account which in time will equal the difference between original cost
and replacement cost.
5. A corporation has an issue of $100,000 of cumulative preferred stock
bearing 6 per cent. dividends. No dividends have been paid for two years.
How would you disclose the facts in a balance-sheet dated December
31, 1920, if
(a) A dividend of $12,000 on the preferred stock was declared on
December 27th, payable January 15th, and there is a remaining
surplus of $5,000?
(b) No dividends have been declared and there is a surplus of$17,000?
(c) No dividends have been declared and there is a surplus of$4,000?
(d) Nodividends have been declared and there is a deficit of $7,000?
Answer.
(a) The declared dividends should be shown as a current
liability and the surplus of $5,000 should be shown without comment.
(b) The surplus should be shown as follows:
Surplus:
Subject to cumulative preferred dividends
in arrears ......................................... $12,000
Free .................................................................
5,000 $17,000
(c) Two methods are available:
Surplus (subject to $12,000 preferred dividends in arrears)
4,000
Or show the surplus of $4,000 and add a footnote to the balancesheet calling attention to the dividends in arrears.
(d) Show the deficit as a deduction from the capital stock, and call
attention to the cumulative dividends by means of a footnote.
6. At December 31, 1920, a company priced its inventory at the market
value at that date, which was considerably less than cost. At a meeting
of the board of directors, held prior to closing the books for 1920, the
probability of a further market decline in 1921 was discussed, and it was
decided that some provision should be made for this contingency. State
whether you think such a provision is necessary or not; how you would
make such provision; and what the effect would be on the profits for 1920.
Answer. The provision for possible future inventory losses is not nec
essary in determining the profits for 1920 because the loss is not only
uncertain but also, if it does occur, it has no relation to the past year.
If the directors propose to pay dividends equal to the total surplus, it
might be advisable to reduce the surplus available for dividends by mak
ing a provision for the future loss, because if the company begins 1921
with no surplus, a loss in 1921 will impair its capital.
If provision is to be made, it should be done by creating a reserve by
a charge to surplus. At December 31, 1920, this reserve will be shown
on the balance-sheet as appropriated surplus and as a part of the net worth.
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There should be no effect on the profits for 1920, as a decline in values
in 1921 should be absorbed as a loss of 1921. It is for this reason that
the reserve is provided out of surplus, after ascertaining the profits for 1920.

Goodwill in Consolidated Balance-sheet
Editor, Students’ Department:
Sir: I would greatly appreciate your opinion on the following matter.
In my study of consolidated balance-sheets I have found that when
stock of subsidiary companies is purchased at a price in excess of the
combined value of the capital stock and surplus of the subsidiary, such
excess is generally debited to a goodwill account on the consolidated
balance-sheet. Suppose the subsidiary instead of having a surplus, had a
deficit, would goodwill be set up just the same? And, if the price paid is
less than the value received, is the excess value credited to surplus or
to the purchasing company’s goodwill account? Suppose a consolidated
balance-sheet set up directly after the purchase of stock of a subsidiary
company shows a goodwill account of $100,000. Is this goodwill account
set up at this figure on succeeding balance-sheets, or is each one made up
independently of the preceding one? Certainly after a company has owned
a subsidiary for several years, and each succeeding year shows a larger
deficit in the subsidiary’s accounts from operations, it would not seem
logical to increase the goodwill account each year on the consolidated
balance-sheet.
Yours truly,
Quincy, Massachusetts.
C. L.
It is customary to include in the goodwill account on the consolidated
balance-sheet any excess of the purchase price of the subsidiary stock
over the book value of the stock acquired at the date of acquisition. There
fore, if the subsidiary has a surplus at the date of acquisition, the addition
to goodwill is determined as follows:
Purchase price ......................................................................... $100,000.00
Less book value at acquisition:
90% of 100,000 capital stock .......................
$90,000.00
90% of 10,000 surplus ................................
9,000.00
99,000.00
Addition to goodwill .............................................................. $ 1,000.00
If the subsidiary has a deficit at the date of acquisition, the addition
to goodwill is computed as follows:
Purchase price .........................................................................
$91,000.00
Less book value at acquisition:
90% of 100,000 capital stock.........................
$90,000.00
90% of 3,000 deficit....................................
2,700.00
87,300.00

Addition to goodwill .............................................................. $ 3,700.00
If the price paid is less than book value, the customary method is to
deduct the “negative goodwill” from any positive goodwill, wherever found.
That is to say, the deduction is made from goodwill on the books of the
holding company or of any of the subsidiaries or goodwill arising from
the holding company’s purchase of the stock of other subsidiaries at more
than book value.
My opinion is that this is incorrect. If the holding company acquired
the stock at less than book value, it would seem that one of three things
was the cause.
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(a) Some asset on the subsidiary’s books was overstated. If there is a
goodwill account on the books of this subsidiary, it would seem correct to
offset the negative goodwill in the purchase from the positive goodwill in
the subsidiary’s account If some other asset is overstated, the difference
between book value and purchase price should be deducted from this asset
as a reserve.
(b) The holding company made a fortunate purchase by acquiring stock
worth more than was paid for it. If the holding company acquired the sub
sidiary stock by an issue of its own stock, the excess of book value would
seem to be premium, to be credited to capital surplus. There is no essential
difference if the holding company paid cash for the stock.
(c) The earnings of the subsidiary are so small that the investment is
not worth the book value of the net assets of the subsidiary. Since the
holding company’s earnings may be correspondingly reduced, its goodwill
may be reduced, in which case it might be logical to deduct the difference
between book value and purchase price from the holding company’s goodwill.
But if this method is followed, it would be pertinent to ask why the holding
company acquired stock which was expected to cause a reduction in its
net earnings.
Since the goodwill is the excess of purchase price over book value at
acquisition, and since subsequent earnings or losses of the subsidiary will
not affect the book value at acquisition, it follows that the goodwill in sub
sequent consolidated balance-sheets will be the same as the goodwill in
the balance-sheet at acquisition, unless other purchases or sales of subsidiary
stock change it.
Bad Cheques
Editor, Students’ Department:
Sir : Please submit the journal entries to cover the following transaction:
On July 1st we sold a bill of goods costing $80.00, for $100.00, receiving
a cheque endorsed by the purchaser in the amount of $130.00, and we paid
him the difference in cash. On July 10th the cheque came back marked
“no funds.” We were unable to collect anything from either the maker
or endorser of the cheque.
Chicago, Illinois.
G. F. M.
The cost and selling price of the goods are immaterial to the problem.
The case is not essentially different from losses on bad debts. In such
cases there is no attempt to take out of the trading accounts the profit which
was originally supposed to have been made on the sale of goods. In fact,
it would probably be wrong to attempt to take such profit out of the
trading accounts. Two facts must be considered: a sale made at a profit,
and a loss from inability to realize on an asset.
As bad debts are charged off to profit and loss, so should the bad cheque
be charged off. The only entry necessary to record the transaction is a debit
to expense or some other nominal account and a credit to cash of $130.00.
Inventory of Supplies
Editor, Students’ Department:
Sir: Will you please favor me with an answer to the following:
A manufacturing corporation has adhered to a policy for more than
twenty years of charging all factory supplies direct to expense accounts.
No inventories of factory supplies were taken at the end of their fiscal
periods. The value of the factory supplies on hand, therefore, did not
appear on the books of the company.
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It now wishes to change its method of accounting for factory supplies.
On December 31st of this year it intends to take a physical inventory of
the factory supplies and set up the inventory on the books, charging the
expense accounts when the supplies are used. Should it credit surplus
account or should it credit the 1921 expense accounts when the inventory
account is set up?
Will the company have to pay a federal income tax on the increase of
the surplus account or profit-and-loss account as a result of the change
in method of accounting for factory supplies?
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
R. H. A.
In order to obtain a correct statement of operations for 1921, profit and
loss should be charged with the excess of the inventory of supplies at
January 1, 1921, over the inventory at December 31, 1921. On the other
hand, if the inventory at the end of the year is greater than at the beginning
of the year, profit and loss should be credited with the difference since some
of the purchases of supplies, charged to profit and loss, have been left unused
in the inventory. Surplus should be credited with an amount in either case
sufficient to balance the journal entry.
Since there is probably no information as to the inventory at the begin
ning of the year, and since there was probably little variation between the
two inventories, it would be better to credit the entire amount of the inven
tory at the end of the year to surplus than to credit it to profit and loss.
The Students’ Department does not answer questions relating to fed
eral taxes.
Discounts and Price Fluctuations in Contract Costs
Editor, Students’ Department:
Sir: Will you kindly answer the following questions?
The A Company manufactures gas appliances and fixtures and has
agreed with the B Company to sell them their entire output for the year
1920 at cost, plus 10%. The trial balance of the A Company, before
closing at December 31, 1920, included the following credit items:
Cash discounts on purchases .............................................. $1,200.00
Reserve for inventory adjustment set aside out of surplus 3,350.00
This reserve was set aside to take care of an anticipated reduction in
inventory, due to a decline in market prices. Inventories, both at Decem
ber 31, 1919, and December 31, 1920, were taken at market prices.
Should the B Company derive any benefit from these two items? In
other words, is cash discount on purchases considered an item of cost,
and since both inventories were taken at market prices, should the reserve
set aside to take care of depreciation in market prices enter into the cost
of production for the year 1920? My contention regarding the above
items is as follows:
1. Since the A Company were in such financial condition that they
could take advantage of all cash discounts, the B Company should derive
no benefit therefrom; or, in other words, the cost of production of the
A Company should not be reduced by this amount. On the other hand,
had it been necessary for the A Company to borrow money with which
to take advantage of cash discounts, the interest thereon would have been
a proper charge to the cost of production, and likewise the advantage
thus derived from discounting invoices would be a proper credit to the
cost of production.
2. Since the amount $3,350.00 was set aside out of surplus, and is
therefore a surplus reserve, and since both inventories, as above men
tioned, were taken at market prices, and also since any loss in inventory
during the year in question, due to a decline in market prices is charge
able to the cost of production for the year (assuming, of course, that the
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inventory is not abnormally high), I see no reason why the amount set
aside as a reserve should not be credited back to surplus, from whence
it came, and not in any way affect the cost of production for the year.
Very truly,
T. A. D.
It is impossible for me to agree with your reasoning in (1). There
would have to be a specific agreement between the two companies covering
cash discounts. Without such an agreement the A Company would not
be entitled to charge production with interest on money borrowed, nor
would they be required to credit production with cash discounts taken.
Incidentally, I think that your argument is not entirely logical. You
say that when the A Company has sufficient money to take discounts the
B Company is not to be permitted to derive any benefit therefrom. But
if the A Company pays interest and takes discounts, the B Company
should get the benefit of any excess of discount received over interest
paid, or bear the burden of the excess of interest paid over discounts
received. It seems to me that the same principles should govern a gross
earning from discount, a net earning from the excess of discounts over
interest, and a net loss from the excess of interest over discounts; and
the method to be applied must depend on an agreement.
As to the inventory reserve, you are quite right. The inventories at
the beginning and end of the period should be valued in accordance with
the standard rule, but if the A Company sees fit to set up a reserve
out of surplus for future losses from a further decline in the market
during 1921, the costs of production during 1920 should not be affected
by setting up the reserve, and it certainly should not be considered income
for 1920 nor a reduction of the cost to manufacture during 1920. Neither
should it have any effect on the cost of production in 1921. The reserve
should be credited back to surplus, and production should be charged
with material at the market value used in the inventory at the beginning
of 1921.

Correspondent's Name Omitted
On page 467 of the December number of The Journal there appears
a letter headed Another Tax Problem. Through some unfortunate over
sight the name of the author, Otis J. Tall, was omitted.
Anonymous Communications
It seems necessary once more to call attention to the fact that anonymous
letters cannot receive the attention of the editor of this department. All
letters should contain the name and address of the writer, although initials
or a pseudonym will be published instead of the name if the writer
expresses such a desire.

M. W. Mattison and Leonard S. Davey announce the formation of a
partnership under the firm name of Mattison & Davey with offices at
141 Broadway, New York.

Maurice Goldberg announces the removal of his office to the Gotham
National Bank building, 1819 Broadway, New York.
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REGIONAL MEETINGS
Des Moines
The third midwest regional meeting of the American Institute of
Accountants was held at Des Moines, Iowa, on Friday and Saturday,
November 11 and 12, 1921. P. L. Billings was elected chairman of the
meeting.
The meeting was called to order at 10 A. M. on Friday and an address
of welcome was delivered by H. H. Barton, mayor of the city. The
address was followed by a brief business session.
The following papers were read and discussed:
Treatment of No-Par-Value Stock in an Audit and upon the Balancesheet by Charles R. Whitworth of Illinois.
Professional Accounting Service by H. M. Temple of Minnesota.
Graphic Charts and their Application to Accountancy and Value in an
Audited Statement by R. S. Fulton of the University of Iowa.
Engineering Service in Connection with Accounting Service by W. E.
King of St. Paul.
Should Important Changes in the Surplus Account During the Year
Appear on the Balance-sheet? by C. B. Tompkins of Iowa.
Visiting accountants were the guests of the Iowa accountants at luncheon.
An informal dinner was held at 6:30 P. M., at which Edward E. Gore
of Illinois was toastmaster. The speakers were Carl H. Nau, president
of the American Institute of Accountants; A. P. Richardson, secretary of
the American Institute of Accountants; James B. Weaver of Iowa, Francis
R. Roberts of Chicago and others.
On Saturday a paper entitled Cost and Production Standards was read
by William B. Castenholz of Chicago and followed by discussion.
An informal “round table” followed the conclusion of the discussion and
matters of interest in the profession were considered.
About 130 persons were in attendance.
Pittsburgh
The first regional meeting of the American Institute of Accountants
for the region comprising Western Pennsylvania, Western New York, Ohio,
West Virginia and Western Maryland was held at the William Penn Hotel,
Pittsburgh, December 3, 1921.
The meeting was an unqualified success, the attendance, as indicated by
the register, being 254.
The meeting was called to order at 10:45 A. M.
Ernest Crowther, president of the Accountants’ Club of Pittsburgh,
occupied the chair and gave the address of welcome.
The chair was authorized to appoint a committee, to report during the
afternoon session, as to the time and place of the next regional meeting
and the zone to be covered.
The committee appointed consisted of W. J. Wilson, Philadelphia, chair
man; Charles C. Roberts, Cleveland, Ohio; G. R. Lamb of Cincinnati,
Ohio; O. G. Richter and E. C. Gause of Pittsburgh.
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In reply to questions Mr. Nau, president of the American Institute,
stated that the Institute is in favor of the Capper bill for the District of
Columbia. This bill, which provides for C. P. A. legislation, is modeled
after the Institute requirements. He also stated that the Institute had
engaged competent counsel to investigate the present situation in the District
of Columbia.
The following papers were read and discussed:
Audit Reports by William H. Bell of New York.
Commercial Law and Its Relation to Accounting by Aubrey L. Ashby.
The report of the committee for the next regional meeting was next
heard. The committee recommended that the present zone for the time being
remain unchanged. The place for the next meeting had not been selected,
the committee being of the opinion that invitations should be asked from
various cities. The date fixed for the next meeting was May 6, 1922.
Charles C. Roberts of Cleveland thereupon extended an invitation to
hold the next regional meeting for the district at Cleveland on May 6, 1922.
Mr. Roberts was appointed chairman of the advisory committee for the
Cleveland meeting. The following were appointed to the advisory committee:
West Virginia: S. Charles Steele, Fairmont. New York: Louis W.
Wilson, Rochester; Ralph W. Smith, Rochester. Ohio: George R. Lamb,
Cincinnati. Pennsylvania: W. J. Wilson, Philadelphia; E. C. Gause, Pitts
burgh; O. G. Richter, Pittsburgh; James O. MacLean, Pittsburgh; Horace
P. Griffith, Philadelphia.
The following papers were presented: Production Costs as Affected by
Mechanical Changes in Production Methods by Charles Reitell; State Taxa
tion by P. A. Kennedy.
Dinner was served at the William Penn Hotel at 6:30 P. M. L. P.
Collins acted as toastmaster and speeches were delivered by Carl H. Nau,
A. P. Richardson, M. Hoke Gottschall, T. Edward Ross, A. B. Wright
and Daniel C. Roper.
Hartford
The third New England regional meeting of the American Institute of
Accountants was held at the Hartford Club, Hartford, Connecticut, on
December 10th.
The president of the regional organization, J. Edward Masters, presided.
Election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows: for president,
Alfred P. Ward of Providence; secretary, Frederick Bond Cherrington of
Boston (re-elected).
The following papers were read and followed by discussion:
The Banker and the Accountant by D. L. Chamberlain of New Haven.
Should Obsolescence Be Capitalised? by Earl A. Saliers of New Haven.
Plans for a campaign of educational publicity of an impersonal nature
were explained briefly by the president and secretary of the Institute. The
meeting expressed general approval.
Upon motion it was unanimously resolved that the recommendations of
the executive committee contained in a confidential bulletin dated December
5th be approved.
In the evening an informal banquet was held at which the toastmaster
was Irville A. May and speeches were delivered by Carl H. Nau, president
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of the American Institute of Accountants; A. P. Richardson, secretary of
the American Institute of Accountants; Waldron H. Rand of Boston;
Lewis G. Fisher of Providence and J. Edward Masters of Boston.
It was resolved that the next New England regional meeting should
be held at Boston in June, 1922. The selection of the date was left to the
committee on arrangements.

Marion Douglas
Marion Douglas, member of the American Institute of Accountants,
certified public accountant of Texas, died at Galveston, Texas, December
8, 1921.
Mr. Douglas was president of the Texas Society of Certified Public
Accountants, was formerly a member of the state board of accountancy
and for many years had been prominent among the accountants of Texas.
Eugene B. Toomey, W. B. Jernigan and Leslie Abbott announce the
formation of a partnership under the firm name of Toomey, Jernigan &
Co., with offices at 342 Madison avenue, New York.

Lennox Nairn and Stanley W. Park announce the formation of a
partnership practising under the firm name of Nairn & Park, with office
at 56 Pine street, New York.

Morris J. Root announces the opening of offices at 610 Lafayette building,
Philadelphia.
P. Dalziel announces the opening of offices at 802-803 Herald building,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Chester .P. Child announces the removal of his office to 17 East 42nd
street, New York.
Richard C. Mounsey announces the opening of an office at 918 Green
building, Seattle Washington.

Vollum, Fernley & Vollum announce the removal of their offices to
112 South 16th street, Philadelphia.

Walter W. Ruble announces the opening of an office in the Mountain
Trust building, Roanoke, Virginia.

Marwick, Mitchell & Co. announce that they have opened an office in
the Merchants National Bank building, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Shmerler & Wolfe announce the removal of their office to 522 Fifth
avenue, New York.
Rodger & McLeod announce the opening of offices at 204 Wilder build
ing, Rochester, New York.
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FEDERAL INCOME TAX, by George E. Holmes. Bobbs-Merrill Com
pany, Indianapolis. 1151 pp.
1921 SUPPLEMENT.
Mr. Holmes has presented a very comprehensive digest of the
income-tax and excess-profits-tax laws written from the standpoint
of the lawyer, but in language easily understood by the layman. The
main volume published in 1920 deals with the laws and treasury rulings up
to January 1, 1920, while the supplement is practically a transcription
of the treasury decisions, rulings and opinions published during 1920
in the weekly income-tax bulletins issued by the treasury department.
A feature of the most practical value in the latter volume is the ref
erence by page to corresponding subjects in the original volume.
It is a well arranged and altogether admirable piece of work, but
it reminds the reviewer of nothing so much as the perennial question
involved in building battleships: they are hardly off the ways before
they are obsolescent, and a new post-dreadnaught, post-Jutland, post
day-before-yesterday, must be laid down at once or the country will
go to the demnition bow-wows! The amendments of 1921, which will
probably be enacted before this goes to press, fill fourteen pages of
double-column, and with the hundreds of treasury rulings during 1921
make Mr. Holmes’ book, and all others of the same class, practically
out-of-date. The only safety for the practising accountant lies in the
up-to-date information of the tax department of The Journal of
Accountancy or a good tax service and the weekly government
bulletins.
W. H. Lawton.

DEPRECIATION CHARGES OF RAILROADS AND PUBLIC UTILI
TIES, by Robert A. Carter and William L. Ransom. A. W. Stevens,
300 Washington street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 110 pp.
This pamphlet is a letter to the Interstate Commerce Commission
written by Robert A. Carter, chairman of the committee on rate
fundamentals of the American Gas Association, and Wm. L. Ransom,
of the New York bar, late counsel to the New York public service
commission. It is a protest against allowing the railroads to include
in their rates any charge for “theoretical depreciation” in spite of
the mandatory provisions of section 20, paragraph 5, of the inter
state commerce act, as amended. Not that the commission is asked
to ignore the law, but a very strong and plausible attempt is made to
show that the “depreciation” of the act is not the “theoretical depre
ciation” of engineers and accountants.
The gist of the argument of the pamphlet is as follows: “Theo
retical depreciation” is any depreciation based upon “life tables” and
accrued in advance. Such provision is “fanciful,” “unsound,” “silly,”
and “all to the end that through these accruals current passengers
and shippers may be compelled to a piecemeal but surreptitious
‘purchase’ of the property” (p. 25). Taken as a whole no railroad
system or utility suffers any depreciation at all, as the constant repairs
to and replacements of units keep the property at its original value.
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There may be depreciation due to obsolescence but no reserve should
be accumulated for this element because no one can tell in advance
when any given unit may become obsolete, and, anyhow, a replace
ment for this cause should be charged to future consumers.
Hence, it follows that only actual repairs and replacements should
be charged in the operating expenses and included in the basis for
rate-making. If a unit is retired to make way for a better one, in
other words, for obsolescence, and the replacement charge seems too
large to include in operating expenses for a single year, it may be
spread over a few years at the discretion of the commission.
The conclusions of the authors are summed up (p. 104):
“We submit, on the basis of the general American experience:
“(1) That the setting up of ‘depreciation reserves’ based on ‘life
tables’ leads inevitably to an unjust and burdensome inflation of the
rate charged to patrons and to the accrual of reserves vastly greater
than are actually necessary to make provision for the retirements of
property as and when they occur.
“(2) That when reserves are set up and accrued on this basis, the
amount of such reserves constitutes the minimum amount which is
sooner or later deducted from the sum on which the company would
otherwise have its fair return calculated and would in any event be
deducted from the sum which the government would pay for the
property upon any acquisition of the same.
“(3) That this deduction is made in complete disregard of the
fact that even including the net balance in such reserves as a part of
the sum earned by the enterprise over and above actual operating
charges, the aggregate figures still constitute less than the fair return
which the enterprise was constitutionally entitled to earn upon the
fair value of its property.
“(4) That where the matter of retirement expense is treated in a
sound way, on the basis of actual outlays therefor, charged against
operating expenses, none of these confiscatory consequences rises up
to plague the enterprise and deprive its investors of their constitu
tional rights.”
We think we have stated the case of the authors fairly. Many of
their arguments are fallacious and the constructions placed upon some
of the court decisions’ on which they rely for support of their con
tentions are decidedly odd. For example, the Knoxville Water case
has always been regarded as settling the status of accruing deprecia
tion as an element of rate-making, but accountants will be surprised
to learn that the supreme court meant something entirely different.
After quoting the language of the court (with which accountants
interested are acquainted, so we do not requote), the authors com
ment as follows:
“This does not mean that a reserve for ‘accrued depreciation’ based
on theoretical age must be provided, if provision is made for meeting
all withdrawals and replacements of property when and as the need
arises. If proper provision is made in operating expenses for current
replacements, and the property is kept in a high state of repair and
efficiency . . . the investment remains unimpaired and subject to
no deduction, and no ‘reserve’ need be set up to create a pretext for
a reduction.” (p. 46.)
The reason given by the authors for this construction is that the
court referred to “making good depreciation” synonymously with
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“replacing the parts of the property when they come to the end of
their life.” Apparently the authors overlooked the fact that in the
same sentence the court remarked (also synonymously) that—
“Before coming to the question of profit at all the company is
entitled to earn a sufficient sum annually to provide not only for
current repairs but for making good the depreciation . .
If this does' not mean the depreciation which is accruing annually
we confess our inability to understand plain English. And it is
equally plain that the court is referring to depreciation which is not
made good by repairs.
Strained constructions are placed on the decision in the Minne
sota rate case and in others; but this will suffice as an example.
There are other cases wherein the argument is unfair and disingenu
ous, to say the least. Because old Roman aqueducts, old gas mains,
dams, etc., show infinitesimally small depreciation, it does not follow
that modern railroad and utility structures and equipment do not
depreciate. In quoting Bonbright vs. Geary, it is asserted that the
decision does not support “theoretical depreciation.” Yet the extract
quoted (pp. 68-69) shows that the court distinctly approved the accu
mulation of a reserve fund for replacements as “good business judg
ment.” It doubted the reasonableness of the amount of depreciation
found by the corporation commission, and it disapproved its failure
to include the reserve fund in the valuation. Again, in the Medford
Gas case (p. 99), the authors fail to notice that the New Jersey
B. P. U. commissioners did deduct depreciation from the physical
property, but restored it to the intangible value on the ground quoted,
viz., that the previous net earnings had not been sufficient to provide
for it together with a fair return. Nor did they notice the very
significant fact that the new rate prescribed by the board provided
for theoretical depreciation. Yet these cases and other similar ones
are quoted in this pamphlet in an effort apparently to make the inter
state commerce commissioners believe that courts and state commis
sioners are turning away from theoretical depreciation!
The Bonbright case brings up another point which is apparently
overlooked by the authors, viz., that setting up a reserve for depre
ciation, while it lessens the value of the property so depreciated, does
not lessen the value of the property as a whole. Correct setting up of
the reserve concurrently creates a reserve fund in cash, and such
reserve fund is certainly a part of the property “used and useful” to
the public as long as it is maintained for the purpose of replacement;
and therefore it should be added to the depreciated value of the plant
in ascertaining the amount of the investment oh which the fair return
is to be earned. It is immaterial whether this amount is set aside in
available funds or re-invested in the enterprise—that is a matter of
policy for the management. If it is used in making extensions, it does
not increase the total investment, since the reserve fund is corre
spondingly reduced. The total investment thus always remains at its
original value.
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The aim of theoretical depreciation is not, as the authors of this
pamphlet mistakenly allege, to compel the consumer to “a piecemeal
but surreptitious ‘purchase’ of the property,” but on the contrary to
insure its perpetual preservation for service. It means fair and level
rates which will not be violently affected by heavy replacements in
any one period. It means keeping the stockholders’ investment intact.
It means that profits will not be over-estimated, and money that should
be retained for future replacements will not be paid away in unearned
dividends. It means nothing more nor less than equalizing over a
term of years in advance the expected loss to be incurred when a
unit goes out of service. Repairs do not prevent the final “scrap
ping” of a unit, though they do prolong .its serviceable life. The
authors admit that spreading the cost of an actual replacement is
allowable in certain instances. What is the difference in principle
whether it be accrued in advance or amortized after the event? In
practice, the amortization plan, which the authors advocate, would
discriminate against future consumers since their increased rates
would include not only ordinary repairs and renewals of their period
but also the cost of making good the hidden depreciation caused by
the use of the railroad property by present consumers. In any event
the proposal to charge the cost of replacements to future consumers
is impracticable. The constant fluctuation in rates would inevitably
arouse the animosity of consumers who would be utterly unable to
calculate their freight costs in advance. Such a policy on the part of
the railroads would lead to an overwhelming demand for government
ownership.
Admitting that some rates of depreciation assumed at present may
be too high, thereby leading to the accumulation of excessive re
serves, that is not to say that they may not be reduced to proper pro
portions as experience may show. The commission will attend to
that. Present rates are based on such experience as we have had, but
it must be remembered that it is only within a comparatively few
years that railroads and other utilities have given any serious atten
tion to the subject. As experience widens the base it will be an
easy matter to obtain life-tables as trustworthy as those of life
insurance companies. That there are such things as concrete water
pipes and earth dams which are so long-lived as to be practically out
of the field of depreciation may be cheerfully admitted (though one
may remark that even the “eternal mountains” are slowly but surely
wearing away); but that is not to say that a railroad should make no
provision to replace a freight-car whose life has been ascertained to
be, say, twenty years on the average.
One more claim remains for consideration: that, taken as a whole
railroad systems of any size do not depreciate in value because their
units are so many that their replacement cost becomes a uniform
charge year by year. That is half true. A point is reached when the
depreciation charge in the rate is practically equaled every year by
the actual cost of renewals and replacements. When that time comes,
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of course, the reserve remains at the same approximate amount year
after year, and is of no practical use except as a concrete reminder
that the railroad property subject to depreciation has depreciated fifty per cent.
But it will be a long time before that point is reached in American
railroading or in other utilities. As long as additions and extensions
are made, so long will the day of perfect equilibrium be postponed.
When the day comes that we have all the railroads we can possibly
use, and no improvements can be made in equipment, it will be time
enough to discuss the question of dispensing with the reserves and
the provisions in the rates for them. At that time also directors
whose hearts are wrung at the picture of consumers required to pay
for depreciation incurred in their behalf may turn these reserves over
to the stockholders in part return of their investment and make new
rates based on the lessened (depreciated) value of their property.
These new rates will then of necessity contain a provision for actual
renewals and replacements only. But not before. Meanwhile the rail
roads should be allowed to make provision in advance for inevitable
future replacements not only as a matter of “good business judgment,”
as Judge Morrow said, but also in order that they may maintain good
service for the public.
We must apologize to our readers for dealing at such length with
this survival of the dark ages of accounting, but, when names of
such standing are appended to an attack on depreciation as an ele
ment of cost at this late day, it behooves us to take notice. Depre
ciation is a fact with which we must reckon, and a proposal to allow
the largest industry in America to dispense with proper provision for
it should be strenuously opposed by all advocates of honest and
scientific accounting.
W. H. Lawton.

EXCESS-PROFITS DUTY AND CORPORATION PROFITS TAX,
by Roger N. Carter. Gee & Company, London. 138 pp.
Part of this book is taken from the author’s larger work, Guide
to Income-tax Practice, and it includes the new tax of 1920 on corpo
ration profits. The purpose is to bring the practice and procedure
up to date in view of the changes in the laws in the annual finance
acts, and we assume the author also refers to the constructions placed
on obscure or ambiguous clauses of the laws by the courts. Most
of the contents are citations from court decisions.
Of course, the book is mainly for English accountants, but it will
be useful to American firms with foreign offices, and also it should
be valuable in furnishing citations from English decisions in cases
arising under our own excess-profits-tax laws which are very similar
to the English.
Full sections of the acts relating to the excess-profits duty and
corporation-profits tax are given, and there is a good index.
W. H. Lawton.
Whitfield, Whitcomb & Co. announce that Williams Cairns has become
associated with them at 5 Central building, Seattle, Washington.
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A set of The Journal of Accountancy com
plete, with the exception of Volume I, to June
1921 is offered for sale at $135.00.
This set is uniformly bound in buckram and
is in excellent condition.

The Journalof Accountancy, inc.
135 Cedar Street

New York

INTRODUCTION TO
ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
By H. A. Finney
Published under the Endowment Fund of the
American Institute of Accountants

and students of
accounting have manifested a desire
Accountants
for such a work as this—an elementary
treatise on actuarial science.
Mr. Finney has met the need with this
101-page volume, 5x7 inches, bound in
cloth and printed in large, easily-read type.
The text consists of articles appearing in
The Journal of Accountancy in De
cember, 1919, and January, 1920, and, in
addition, solutions of all problems in
actuarial science contained in the exam
inations of the American Institute of
Accountants up to and including May, 1920.
Every accountant and accounting student
should possess this important addition to
accounting literature.
Price $1.50 delivered in the United States
of America.
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF ACCOUNTANTS
135 CEDAR STREET

NEW YORK

The Lloyd-ThomasCo.
RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES ON PHYSICAL VALUES

APPRAISERS—ENGINEERS

CERTIFIED APPRAISALS
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES
for
Mergers
Cost Systems
Insurance
Accounting

Bond Issues
Credit Extensions
Income Tax
Liquidation

SPECIAL STAFF FOR QUICK
FINANCIAL VALUATIONS OF
LARGE PROPERTIES
CHRONOMETRIC VALUATIONS
FOR FEDERAL TAX PURPOSES
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
EASTERN
WESTERN
75 Fulton ST. 1124-1128 Wilson Ave.
New York City
Chicago. Ill.
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

A Staff Instruction Book
“HOW TO AUDIT” is not a text
book for students of accounting. It
is a book of instructions for use as
a guide to staff auditors.

It was written by the principals of
a well-known firm of auditors and
public accountants who wished to
make sure that every job would be
handled as well as though they were
supervising it in person.
A great many firms of accountants
have already placed a copy in the
hands of each of their staff members.
The price is $2.10. Discounts in
quantities.

The McArdle Press,Inc.
705 Third Ave., New York City
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PORTFOLIOS OF QUALITY
STYLE No. 1000 C. P. A.

Size 17 x 12 in. Made of heavy
cowhide—three wide pockets and
small pocket inside for pencils
and memorandums—heavy straps
all around attached to sliding ad
justable handle, solid brass plate
with turn buckle loop for padlock.
THIS STYLE IS SOLD BY OTHERS AT
FROM $18.00 TO $20.00

OUR PRICE
$12.50 EACH
SHIPPED ON RECEIPT OF CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

DEALERS,

write FOR OUR PROPOSITION

A. H. MICHAELS
ANALYSIS PAPER
Buff and White—Four grades—
4 to 28 columns wide, in variety
of styles, always carried in stock,
padded or loose.
Sendfor price list and samples.

L. H. Biglow & Company, Inc.
24 BEAVER STREET
NEW YORK

WANTED

31 BEAVER STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Manufacturing Accounts
An article which discusses the nature
and function of cost accounting, com
ponents of cost data, relation of cost
to general accounting, comparison of
cost and non-cost systems, kinds of
cost systems, control of material, con
trol of labor costs, wage systems and
control of manufacturing expenses, is
included in The Journal of Account
ancy for March, 1921. Other articles
published in this number are :

January, 1919, Number of The
Journal of Accountancy.
Various subscribers to The Journal
of Accountancy have a need for the
January, 1919,issue. Foralimited
number of these copies a price of
50 cents will be paid.

Treatment of Commitments of Purchasers
Amendments of New York Income-T ax Law
AProposalfor Junior C.P. A. Examinations

THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY, Inc.
135 Cedar Street, New York, N. Y.

135 Cedar Street, New York, N. Y.

Copies of this issue are for sale at
50 cents each

The Journal of Accountancy
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BOUND VOLUMES
of

The Journal of Accountancy
Volume xxxii
July, 1921 - December, 1921
ARE ON SALE AT $4.00 A VOLUME. THE QUANTITY IS LIMITED.
TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT ORDERS SHOULD

BE SENT AT ONCE.

The Journal of Accountancy, Incorporated
135 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK

DUTIES OF THE JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT
By W. B. Reynolds and F. W. Thornton
Cloth-bound; 7x5 inches; 107 pages.
PUBLISHED UNDER THE ENDOWMENT FUND OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS

Tells just what is expected of the beginner and of
the more experienced junior accountant. An aid to
learning what to do and how to do it.
Price $1.00
Use this coupon
in sending your
order.

The American Institute of Accountants
135 Cedar Street, New York, N. Y.
Send me

copies of DUTIES OF THE JUNIOR

ACCOUNTANT, in payment for which I enclose $
Name______ _______________________________________________

Occupation

Firm______________________________

Street and Number__________________________________________

City and State______________________________________________
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Elective Courses in
ACCOUNTANCY
Style 1642
Brief Case
illustrated,
size 16 x 10,
with 2 pockets,
in black, tan,
brown or
black grained;
lock and
key.

THE average man aspiring to progress in the
profession of accountancy is often thoroughly
efficient along some lines, but feels the need of
special training in other Jines.
It is not necessary for such a man to enrol for our
complete Accountancy Course in order to qualify
for C.P.A. examinations or any other branch of
professional work. He can save time and money
by taking any of the various Special Courses that
meet his needs.

Write for Accountancy booklet, fully describing
the entire curriculum, with statement of fees and
terms of payment. All instruction under the per
sonal direction ofR. J. Bennett, C.A., C.P.A.

$6

Accountants’ Brief Cases
Made of the best quality sole leather in attrac
tive styles and sizes—strong, durable and light.
For accountants, clerks, salesmen

A choice of 6o different styles and sizes, $6.oo
to $27.00. Express prepaid anywhere in U.S.
Money back if not satisfied.
Buy direct from the manufacturer and save
the retailer's proft. Sendfor Catalog J-27.

Bennett Accountancy Institute
(Industrial Correspondence University, Inc., Prop.)

Dept. B176

1504 Locust Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

LAWYERS’ L. B. CASE MFG. CO.
5 CEDAR ST., NEW YORK

A Real Necessity to All
Accountants and Auditors
THE

Cut the cost in half. Buy from US your

Columnar Analysis Pads

AJAX EYELET FASTENER

We manufacture and sell at wholesale prices

For Binding Valuable Statements, Vouch
ers, Legal Papers, etc., it is especially
recommended. Its use assures Security
and Permanence and is an Insurance
Against Substitution and Loss

Note the complete line of all sizes and columns

Handles
Three Sizes
of Ajax
Eyelets
without any
Adjustment
THE AJAX
is automatic—
always ready
for immediate
use. With one
stroke of the lever it punches the hole, inserts
and clinches the eyelets in one operation.

Order from your stationer or direct.
Write for our catalogue of office tools

MACHINE APPLIANCE CORPORATION
351-353 Jay Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Price
Per Pac
Ruling
Size
.20
2 Columns*
Y 2
8½ x 14
.20
Y 3
8½ x 14
3 Columns*
.20
4 Columns*
Y 4
8½ x 14
.20
8½ x 14
Y 5
5 Columns*
.20
Y 6
6 Columns*
8½ x 14
.20
7 Columns†
Y 7
8½ x 14
10 Columns*
.20
Y10
14 x 8½
.40
Y11
11 Columns*
17 x 14
.30
Y13
13 Columns*
17 x 11
.20
Y13½
13 Columns†
14 x 8½
14 Columns†
.40
Y14
17 x 14
Y16
17 x 11
.30
16 Columns†
Y18
18 Columns*
25½ x 14
.60
.60
Y21
21 Columns†
25½ x 14
Y25
25 Columns*
34 x 14
.80
* With Name Space
† Without Name Space
Discounts— 50 Pads— 5% off
100 Pads—10% off

Pad
No.

Sheets
50

Samples Gladly Furnished

Hano-Weinkrantz Co., Inc.
133 Mulberry St., New York
It Will Pay You

to

Remember Us
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Classified Advertisements

Copy for classified advertising must be in hand at the office of the Journal of Accountancy prior to the twentieth day of the month
preceding month of publication. Rates are $9 an inch or fraction for one insertion; $7 an inch or fraction each additional insertion

SITUATIONS WANTED

Position or Partnership
charge of important tax system and audit cases for one
of the foremost accounting firms, will be available Jan
uary 1st. Position or partnership with established New
York city firm desired.
Box 250 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

You Need Accurate Costs
Expert cost accountant with eighteen years* experience
in analytical and general accounting believes he can show
leakages and improve conditions for the management.
College graduate. Any location.
Box 251 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Experienced in public auditing,
foreign banking, public utilities and
other lines, desires to engage with public auditing firm
or with corporation requiring executive; competent.
Knows Spanish and will go to foreign country.
Box 260 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Accountant

C. P. A. (N. Y.).
with wide experi
ence, as supervisor and manager.
College graduate,
with honors, is available for immediate engagement either
accounting or industrial concern. Familiar with federal
and New York State tax laws. Would be willing to enter
partnership relation with accountant having a clientele.

Position or Partnership

Box 256 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Cost and General Accountant
Thirteen years’ experience in stores department, costs,
auditor, office manager. Public experience in cost and
system work. Willing to assume responsibility. Success
ful in handling help. Age 34, married, no children, will
ing to travel, location no object.
Box 258 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Senior student (N.
Y. U., School of
Commerce), several years’ experience in taking complete
charge of double-entry sets of books with important N. Y.
commercial concerns, also responsible secretarial work.
Prepares own balance-sheets, profit and loss statements
and income-tax returns. Passed all requisite subjects in
accounting, including cost accounting at school. Experi
ence in independent auditing and preparation of financial
reports.
Wishes position with established firm of
C. P. A’s. Good address and appearance. References.
Box 257 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Position with C. P. A.

C. P. A., holding
Wisconsin degree,
received by examination, would like to make new con
nections about February first. At present on the staff
of one of the leading New York firms ranking as a
supervising accountant. A capable report writer. Has
also had experience in general business research and
special cost work. Desires to locate in Wisconsin, or
an adjoining state. Will consider partnership rela
tions requiring a small investment. University grad
uate. Married. Age 36.
Box 259 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Position or Partnership

Certified Public Accountant
Young man, university graduate, with honors in account
ing and finance, desires position with public accounting
firm. Particularly experienced in examinations of public
utilities, in questions arising out of receiverships, reor
ganizations, and consolidated accounts, and in federal
income-tax. At present in charge of examinations of
large corporations, involving special features of incometax law for bureau of internal revenue. Christian, single.
Salary, $3,000.
Box 252 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

HELP WANTED
Large industrial con
cern with New York
headquarters wants young accountant with executive
ability. State fully in first reply education, experience,
age and salary expected.
Box 253 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Accountant-Auditor

MISCELLANEOUS

Will Buy Practice

Certified firm will buy prac
tice of retiring accountants

east of the Mississippi.
Box 255 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Working Agreement or Partnership
C. P. A. (N. Y.), in practice for a number of years in
New York city, with following and valuable connections,
desires working agreement or partnership with individual
or certified firm. Answers treated in strictest confidence.
Box 254 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Accounting Course for Sale
Owing to death of purchaser complete La Salle account
ing course may be had for one-half original cash cost.
Permission with all privileges granted by the La Salle
Extension University.
J. E. Graef & Company, 31 Nassau st., New York, N.Y;

Analysis Paper PRICES REDUCED
Quotations and samples on application
THE HENRY O. SHEPARD COMPANY
632 Sherman Street
Chicago, Illinois
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“How Practical Is
Vannais Training?”
When you enrol for Vannais Training, you are placed theo
retically on the staff of practising public accountants. Your
accountancy instruction takes the form of work similar to
that which you would do for an actual accounting firm.
In this way you acquire a most comprehensive accounting
knowledge from the professional view point,your instruction
being based on practical problems which have been encount
ered in actual public work.

Vannais-Trained accountants have achieved an unusual
record in passing the highest official test because they have
received practical instruction fitted to their individual needs.
They have gone into the examination rooms with self-confi
dence, because the Vannais method teaches each student to
apply his accounting knowledge quickly and correctly in an
alyzing and solving complex problems.

Choose Vannais Training and you receive up-to-date practical
instruction, arranged exclusively for correspondence study.
You are taught accountancy in all its phases in an inter-re
lated manner, and also taught the direct influence each phase
has on the others. You are furnished authoritative reference
manuals by Esquerré, Montgomery, Crane, Nicholson-Rohr
bach and Conyngton.

Write for our new catalogue which will show you why Van
nais Training has produced such unusual results. With your
inquiry, submit a brief statement of your experience and aim.
A knowledge of double-entry book
keeping is necessary for enrolment.

The Vannais Accounting Institute, Inc.
30 Asylum Street, Hartford, Connecticut
150 Nassau Street
New York
5 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago

Call Building
San Francisco
237 Plymouth Building
Minneapolis

Address Your Inquiry to Hartford Office, Section “A"
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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Purposeful study at
Pace Institute, under the
direction of experienced ac
countants and lawyers, has
assisted thousands of men and women
to prepare for professional Accountancy
examinations and for executive positions as controller,
treasurer, auditor, tax specialist, and office manager.
New classes in Accountancy and Business Administration, day
and evening, form this month at Pace Institute, Boston, New
York, Washington, and Newark. If you desire Resident Instruc
tion, write for Bulletin of the School in which you are interested.

One Month’s Trial Instruction $7
The Pace Course may also be studied by Extension through the mails. Ex
tension Students study the same subjects as do Resident Students; they
are taught by the same instructors. You may try the Course for one month,
upon payment of $7. Write for details of the $7 trial offer and for the help
ful booklet, “Making Good.”

Pace & Pace
30 Church Street, New York City
715 G St., N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Tremont Temple
Boston, Mass.

24 William St.
Newark, N. J.

From the shop of William Edwin Rudge, New York City

